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PBSFACE
This thesis is a study of three basic concepts in eight of W. Somerset
Maugham's must important novels: Mrs, Craddock (1902), Of Human Bondage
(1915)1 The Moon and Sixpence (1919)i The Narrow Comer (1932), Theatre
(1937), Christmas Holiday (1939), The Hour Before the Dawn (1942), and
The Razor's Edge (1944)* These concepts, >diich the writer believes to be
representative of Maugham's view of life, are implied in his autobio¬
graphical writings and are displayed predominantly in his impressive
characterizations in the novels that have been chosen for study.
Although extensive studies have been made of Maugham's superior
craftsmanship and his extraordinary narrative skill, few attempts have been
made to interpret and evaluate the thou^t embodied in his novels in terms
of basic concepts. Consequently, the writer has been forced to rely almost
entirely upon a personal interpretation of Maugham's ideas as they are ex¬
pressed in his novels and autobiographical works.
Chapter I treats the concept of "right action," a phUosopli^y of conduct
which Maugham believes should evolve from "the nature and business" of the
individual. Chapter II sets forth the concept of love, which Maugham
exhibits as a penalizing experience. Chapter III presents the concept of
God and spiritual values and is based upon Maugham's idea that "God is a
hypothesis that a reasonable man must reject."
I wish to express my appreciation and gratitude to Dr. Thomas D.
Jarrett, whose patient, kind, and scholarly guidance made the preparation
and completion of this arduous study, interesting and enjoyable. I wish
also to acknowledge ny thanks to Mr. Klaus W. Jonas, Curator, Center of
Maugham Studies, Rutgers University, for his translation of a passage
iii
from Helmut Papajewski‘3 Die Welt-,Lebens—und Kuna tanschauung W. S»
Maughams« and for the use of his book^ Vf» Somerset Maugham: A
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CHAPTER I
THE CONCEPT OF "RIGHT ACTION"
W. Somerset llaugham has been deeply engrossed in the study and analy¬
sis of human nature for forty years.^ Out of the richness and diversity
of his experience and study, he has fashioned voluniinous narratives
portraying varied manifestations of human nature in the life histories of
the characters of his invention. In The Summing Up (1933) he has stated
some of the conclusions about life that he has reached after years of
study and speciolation; and among them, one of his most pointed and defini¬
tive conclusions is that which is concerned with "right action." Here
Maugham asseverated that
We have all of us, I suppose, on occasion adopted a course
because we thought it right though we well knew that it could
bring happiness neither then or in the future. What then is
right action? For my own part the best answer I know is given
by Fray de Luis de Leon.^ To follow it does not look so diffi-
CTilt that human weakness quails before it as beyond its
strength....The beauty of life, he says, is nothing but this.
■V. Somerset Maugham, "The Slimming Up," The Maugham Reader (Garden
City, 1950, p. 520.
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I«on, Luis Ponce De (1527-1591)> the greatest of Spanish lyrical
poets, was a mystic. By the orders of the Spanish Inquisition, he was
imprisoned at Valladolid for translating the book of Canticles, and for
critizing the text of the Vulgate. He was professor of Biblical exegesis
at Salamanca and elected vicar general of the Augustianian order. In¬
sight into his character is given by James Fitzmaurice Kelly, in his book.
Fray Luis de Leon (Oxford University Press, Humphrey Milford, 1921). He
characterizes Luis de Leon as "...a man ardent, austere, conscious of
resplendent intellectual faculties...incautious but wary, individualistic
but self-sacrificing, emotional, sensitive, reticent: a mass of conflicting
qualities blended, uMfied and held in subjection by sheer strength of will,
fortified by a professional discipline, deliberately embraced and rigorously
followed. Add to this that he had in a supreme degree the creative instinct
for self-expression....He stands a little apart Itom the rest of Spanish
poets in a splendid solitude which befits himj he must perforce be solitary,




that each^should act in conformity vd.th his nature and
business.
The theme of "right action" has engaged the interest of Maugham for
many years, as may be affirmed by frequent references to it in one of his
works, A Writer’s Notebook (1949)• In this work he states that
No action is in itself good or bad, but only such according
to convention. Those who lii^ for the world and work for
the world naturally demand the world's approval. But the
man who lives for himself neither expects nor is affected by
the world's approval. If he is indifferent to Tan, Dick and
Harry udiy should he care what they think of him? A moral
code is only accepted by the weak-mindedj the strong form
their own. ISy object is to find a rule of conduct for the
average man under the normal condition of the present.^
This search for a rule of conduct ended in his acceptance of the view¬
point of Fray de Luis de Leon, which I have previously quoted.
Most of Maugham's novels present interesting studies of characters who
act "in conformity with /thei^nature and business." The most forceful and
vivid delineations, however, are noted in the five important novels which
will be examined in this phase of the study: The Moon eind Sixpence.
Christmas Holiday, The Razor's Edge. The Hour Before the Dawn, arid The
Narrow Corner.
In these novels, Maugham's concept of ri^t action—^behavior that is
in conformity with one's nature and business—is implied and conveyed
through penetrating characterizations in two ways. First, we note in the
characters a strong tendency toward individualism—the adoption of a code
of behavior vtoich requires of the characters a self-assertiveness and pre¬
occupation with the fulfilment of their potentialities. The course of
I ' '
W. Somerset Maugham, op. cit., p. 682.
Somerset Maugham, A Writer's Notebook (Garden City, 1949), PP» 2-21.
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action adopted by these individualists is often iconoclastic, pernicious
and inhuman; however, Uaugham neither coiKiemns nor condones their
behavior, for he conceives it to be the direct expression of their nature.
It is a reiterated thesis of his that all of us—good and bad, noble and
ignoble—"are the products of /our^natures and environment.”
Then, there is another manifestation of Maugham's concept of ri^t
action iidiich differs from that of individualismr—in vdiich the characters
"in conformity with their nature and business," accept with complacency
the proprieties or conventionalities of society. This manifestation might
appear a negatipn or contradiction to the former in view of the astringent
tone and subordinate emphasis he employs in his treatment of their pro¬
ceedings. They, xinlike the former, lack spontaneity, originality, or
individuality, and accept without questioning the status quo. In direct
contrast to the individualists who sought self-expression at any cost,
these complacent, conventional figures center their perspectives and
activities on the maintenance of the station which they occujy in the
circle of their respective social groups. It is the belief of the writer
that these characters are often placed in juxtaposition to the fomer type
so that the preoccupations of the individualists are more clearly thrown
into relief.
The individualism which Maugham's central characters adhere to
expresses itself in four definitive patterns which vary according to the
nature of the characters involved. First, there is smouldering within the
individual, a compelling desire to follow a creative instinct or impulse
for self-expression. This urge is of such paramount importance to the
characters that they have no peace imtil it is gratified. Secondly, this
4
individualism is characterized by a tendency on the part of its exponents
to free their personalities of the complexities of social and human re¬
lations. The characters do not hesitate to break the bonds \4hich bind
them to friends, loved ones or a social group in order that a way of life
mi^t be realized. Thirdly, it is characteristic of these individualists
to be restless and adventurous. Many spend years wandering in far-away
places among strange people and strange settings before their natures are
at peace. Finally, this individualism is manifested in the characters'
inclinations toward asceticism or a life of renunciation. The material
world and its comforts mean little or nothing to them. Often they are so
indifferent to even the simple forms of comfort that are so essential to
the average person's happiness, that their actions seem almost incredible.
In developing the concept of individualism, Maugham often focuses
attention on a central character, and usuadly makes use of three effective
devices to render his characterization significant. The most typical one
is that of employing a narrator who, in an amused and somewhat cynically
detached manner, interposes his observations and comments about the
characters throughout the narrative. Another procedure is that of pre¬
senting the impressions of the other characters in regard to individualism
as they are revealed through their consciousness, direct statements, and
actions as a resiilt of their contact with the central figure. Finally,
Maugham often exhibits the individualism of his main characters in relation
to his (Maugham's) idea of right action.
In drawing portraits of individualists who swerve frcan the path of
credulity and approbation, Maugham maintains that he is presenting human
nature and attendant action as he has encountered and observed them over a
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period of years. He formed definite opinions about men and their
conduct vdiile he was a medical student at St. Thomas's Hospital, and
today, the impressions remain unchanged: "I have seen men since as I saw
them then, and thus have I drawn th^."^ Mau^am admits that, to mai^,
his view of human nature is an objectionable one, but it is a time
picture of man as he, Maugham, has known him. He claims that he has
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always worked from the "living model," and that fact and fiction are so
interwoven in his works that he is unable to distinguish one from the
other.
H. V. Routh, in his treatment of Maugham as an interpreter of the
interwar period, recognizes the influence that Maugham's medical training
and experience have exerted in crystallizing his thinking and his view¬
point toward man. Reflections of them are recurrent in the tone and
thought of his literary works. Routh's comment in the following excerpt
is significant:
As a student of St. Thcxoas's Hospital Maugham began by
acquiring a medical msufi's attitude toward life; that means a
professional familiarity with the defective organization of
the body and consequently of the mind. So much so, that
creation seemed quite purposeless. He never forgot having
once treated a young child who was bom simply to die of
meningitis; awi with such evidence daily before his eyes he
could not help concluding that conduct is influenced not by
principles, but by the impact of desires. As an evolutionist,
he was all tooconscious of the caveman stirring within us,
inqpatient to break away from a civilization which we had not
the intelligence to control and readapt to our best purposes.
Yet, even in his student days, he realized that despite all
these futilities and misfortunes, man sometimes rose above
himself by producing or perceiving beauty. His literary
1
The Summing Up. p. 521.
^Ibid.. p. 521.
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biography is a history of these discoveries and rediscoveries,
and of the arts by which he projected them into his impressions
of conduct and character.^
This explanation, together vrith Maugham's own revealing statements
in The Summing Up and A Writer* s Notebook, offer some justification for
the extreme representatioi^ of human nature and attendant action which
his works often reveal. In them, as this study attempts to point out, he
allows his characters to give free expression to the desires growing out
of their strange natures. They are even permitted to sever their relation¬
ship with the "civilization" that nurtured them. It is quite obvious that
the "self-assertive" group - the individualists - fascinate Maugham, and
that he has shown infinite and scruptilotis care in making them singularly
impressive. The behavior of some of these persons is quite odious; yet,
their nature being what it is, their action is "right action" for them.
The Moon and Sixpence, in its penetrating study of Charles Strickland,
presents the most remarkable instance of individualistic conduct that is
"right action" for a character whose nature is conceived to be utterly
base and sordid. Through the casual observations of the narrator,
attention is focused on the startling actions of Strickland, who, after
seventeen years of respectable marriage, parentage, and successful business
endeavors, ruthlessly abondons all —■ his wife, children and business —
without warning or scruples, to give expression to a compelling desire to
paint. The narrator first notes the mysterious change in Strickland's
personality, indicative in his attitude to%>rard his wife: "I've supported
her for seventeen years. Why shouldn't she support herself for a
i
H. V. Routh, English Literat\ire and Ideas in the Twentieth Century
(New York, 1950), p. 147.
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change?”^ And about his children, he notes callously that
They've had a good mar^y years of comfort. It's more than
the majority of children have,...I liked them all right
when they were kids, but now they're grovdng up I haven't
any particular feeling for them.*
After futHely presenting to Strickland a plea for the abandoned wife and
children and pointing out the direfdl consequences of such a strange
course of conduct, the narrator sums up his impressions of Strickland in
these words: "When I saw that Strickland was indifferent to the blame his
conduct must excite, I could only draw back in horror as from a monster of
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hardly human shape."
The master of the studio in Paris where Strickland worked seemed
baffled over the new art student's attempts to paint, but Strickland who
was methodically freeing his personality of the complexities of social and
human relations dealt vdth this in characteristic fashion. He set out
alone to discover in his own way the technique of painting. His strange
nature made him care naught for the time and energy lost in blindly
groping for knowledge and skin that others could teach him.
Further insight into the transformation going on within Strickland's
personality in regard to his attitude toward human relations is revealed
by the narrator, who witnessed his odious attack upon Dick Stroeve, the
only artist who saw and appreciated his y^trickland' s/potentialities as a
great creative painter. An of his efforts to befriend Strickland were
met with antagonism, rebuffs and scathing sarcasm:





Strickland vras in a good humour, but when Dick Stroeve came up
and sat down with us he attacked ham with ferocious banter....
Strickland employed not the rapier of sarcasm but the bludgeon
of invective. The attack was so \mprovoked that Stroeve, tsiken
xuiawares, was defenceless ....He was startled and amazed. At
last tears ran from his eyes....^
The narrator underscores the tendency of Strickland to sever the ties
of human relations in manifesting his strong individualism in his attitude
toward the tragedy he brings into the lives of the Stroeves, ^dio took him
into their home and tenderly and efficiently nursed him through a ma¬
lignant illness. Strickland, upon regaining his health, ursurped Stroeve's
studio ("Strickland can't work with anyone else in the studio. He told me
to get out") and seduced his wife, Blanche. As soon eis Strickland's Ivist
was satiated and the painting of Blanche's wonderful nude body completed,
he cast her aside. Blanche committed suicide. The following conversation
between the narrator and Stricklajad renders more vivid Strickland's
inhumanity and lack of sensibility:
Narrator: I think you're detestable. You're the most loathsome
beast that it's my misfortune to meet.
Strickland: MS' dear fellow, what the hell do you suppose I care
what you think of me?
Narrator: Have you felt the smallest twinge of remorse for
Blanche Stroeve's death?
Strickland: Why should I? She didn't commit suicide because I
left her, but because she was an entirely unbalanced
woman. But we've talked about her quite enough; she
was an entirely unimportant person. Come, and I'll
show you ny pictures.^
This callous statement of Strickland, together with the contemptuous
manner in which he handled all relationships with his fellow beings,
evinces an exhibition of individualism that is pernicious, odious and
1




intolerable. One agrees wholeheartedly with Katherine Idans field, who, in
disc\issing The Moon and Sixpence expresses distaste for Strickland's
conduct, and remarks: "If you have to be so odious before you can paint
bananas - pray leave them unpainted. There can be no doubt that
Strickland's nature is odious. Maugham has made that crystal clear. Per¬
haps the explanation or justification of such a representation lies in the
fact that Strickland's revolt against the "collectivization of society"
comes so late in his life that he finds it necessary to assume a repulsive
nature as a barrier against any tendency to waver in the attainment of his
desired goal. He is thoroughly convinced of the rightness of his own ends,
and, consequently, he is not overscrupulous about the meaimi of attaining
them.
In a similar manner, Maugham marks this trend of behavior in Simon
Fenimore in Christmas Holiday. Through the actions of Fenimore and his
conversations with his friend, Charlie Mason, we get a vivid picture of
a man so obsessed with the desire for power that he woxild trangple under his
feet all that rational man holds dear and sacred in order that he might
"satisfy his creative instinct" and "exercise the capacities" with which
2
nature had endowed him. With cold premediation, he relentlessly embarks
upon a coTirse of action in conformity with his "nature and business" to
bring about the fruition of his futile dreams.
First, Fenimore must rid himself of any claims of hxunan love or affec¬
tion, as did Strickland in The Moon and Sixpence. Charley Mason, ttie only
1
Katherine Mansfield, Novels and Novelists (New York, 1930), p. 20.
2
W. Somerset Maugham, "Christmas Holiday," The Maugham Reader
(Garden City, 1950), p. 1170.
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friend he has ever had, remains the only link that binds him to any con¬
sideration of this nature. A visit to Paris affords Simon an opportxinity
to break this bond of human relations and free himself forever from all
claims of affection. Diuring a conversation v»ith Charley, he reveals the
metamorphosis that is taking place in his personality:
live got to make myself so hard that not only can I resist
tenqptation to be pitiful, but I don’t even feel pity. I've
got to wring out of my heart the possibility of love....I
can't afford to let my judgment be clouded by any feeling
that I might have for a human being. You are the only person
I've ever cared for in the world, Charley. I shan't rest till
I know in my bones that if it is necessary to put you against
a wall and shoot you with my own hands I could do it without a
moment's hesitation and without a moment's regret....When I
look into those blue eyes of yours, so friendly, so confiding
in human nature, I waver, and I daren't waver. You're my
enemy and I hate you....I've got to be free. I daren't let
another person get a hold over me.^
Through Simon's diabolical scheming, Charley becomes involved with a
pathetic prostitute, Lydia Berger, with whan he spends his entire Christmas
holiday vacation—^listening to the revelation of her sordid life with her
fanatical husband and his sadistic tendencies. Her characterization of
Simon as revealed by his attitude toward the pitiable “scarlet woman" of
the Serail further emphasizes the direction in which his personality is
developing:
He comes a lot to the Serail; he doesn't often go up with a girl
and then not from desire, but from curiosity....He hardly looks
upon us a human beings, he despises us and yet he seeks otir com¬
pany. He's strangely insensitive. He thiidcs he can permit him¬
self anything with us and he asks questions that put us to shame
and never sees how bitterly he wounds us.^
Thus Simon has built up a persojaality, as increasingly discerned by
Charley and emphatically expressed by lydia, that is "cold, calculating
1





Turning to an examination of The Razor*3 Edge, a more sympathetic
study of "right action" in conformity with one's "natxire and business,"
we note in Larry Darrell the same unfaltering determination and persistency
in the pursuance of a dimly discerned goal. There is lacking in his natxire
the irrational and unscrupulous attributes apparent in Charles Strickland
and Simon Fenimore, but the direction of his strivings is equally as
individualistic. Larry's characteristic explanation of the urge that
dominates him is summed up in the terse, eliptical statement "loaf." In
an attempt to Justify his obstinate disinclination to adopt the career of
a lawyer, doctor, or salesman, Larry tries to translate his feelings into
words that his fiance, Isabel, would understand:
I don't think I shall ever find peace till I make up ny mind
about things....It'3 very difficult to put into words. The
moment you try you feel embarrassed. You say to yourself:
'Who am I that I shovild bother about this, that and the other?
Perhaps it is only because I am a conceited prig. Wouldn't it
be better to follow the beaten track and let what's coming to
you come?' And then you think of a fellow who an hour before
was fiill of life and fbn, and he's lying deadj it's all so
cruel and so meaningless. It' 3 hard not to ask yourself what
life is all about and %dhether there's ary sense to it or
whether it's all a tragic blunder of blind fate.^
Coexistent with this convening urge "to loaf" there is the urgent
necessity to break away from present attachments in environment and in
social and personal relations. Yielding to this need in a milder and more
harmonious manner than did Strickland and Simon, Larry Journeys to Paris.
Expressing more emphatically his desire to remain aloof, he repeatedly
1
Christmas Holiday, p. 1119.
%. Somerset Maugham, The Razor's Edge (Garden City, 1944)> P« 48
^Ibid.. p. 51.
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rejects the socially prominent Elliott Templeton’s invitations to partake
of the Parisian social life. Wishing to avoid contact vdth Elliott and
others of his former life, Larry gives as his address the American Express,
and remained uncommunicative about his activities except to say: ”1 loaf...*
And yes, I read.”^
Like Strickland, Larry must learn through experience. He rejects the
narrator's advice and counsel, as expressed in these words:
1 never went to Cambridge as my brothers did. I had a chance,
but I refused it. I wanted to get out into the world. I've
always regretted it. I think it would have saved me a lot of
mistakes. You learn more quickly under the guidance of
experienced teachers. You waste a lot of time going down blind
alleys if you have no one to lead you.^
Larry's laconic reply was: "You may be right. I don't mind if I make
mistakes. It may be that in one of the blind alleys 1 may fiiKl something
3
to my purpose."
For two years, Larry followed the inclinations of his own impulses and
desires—loafing, reading, and speculatiaag. There remained only one inhi¬
bition in his life that restricted the full expression of his passion and
personality—his engagement to Isabel. This bond was removed when she
visited him in Paris and firmly, but regretfully, declined his proposal of
marriage on his terms and "on three thousand a year."^ The narrator marks
Larry's calm acceptance of Isabel's decision and his subsequent behavior:








Not only had Lariy come to lunch the very day after the break,
but he acted as though his position were unchanged. He was as
pleasant, attentive and soberly gay as usual. He treated Isabel
with the same comradely affectionateness with which he had always
treated her. He seemed neither harassed, upset nor woebegone.^
He interprets Larry's attitude toward Isabel, who is baffled and hurt 1:^
Larry's actions, in this manner:
Itfhat I'm trying to tell you is that there are men who are
possessed by an urge so strong to do some particular thing
that they can't help themselves, they've got to do it.
They're prepared to sacrifice everything to satisfy their
yearning... .Whatever it was that happened to Larry /±n the
ws^fllled him with a sense of the transiency of life and
and anguish to be sure that there was a compensation for the
sin and sorrow of the world.^
With characteristic adroitness, Maugham features analogous tendencies
in the conduct of Jim Henderson, in The Hour Before the Dawn. He, too, is
an individualist in charting the course of action his "nature and business"
imposes upon him. As in his representation of Larry's nature, Maugham
invests Jim with all the sensibilities and idealistic convictions lacking
in the characterization of Strickland and Simon. The first intimation of
a strong individualistic tendsn<^ in the nature of Jim is seen when he
staunchly declared his intentions to stand by his convictions as a pacifist
and refuse to fight in the war in which his country was involved. We note
the intensity of Jim's reflections in the following excerpt:
He hated war; he thought it senseless and criminal. They
would say he was a coward....It wasn't pleasant to see the
finger of scorn pointed at you, but it was worse to lose your
1




soul alive....His self-respect was at stake and whatever the
consequences he must follow the dictates of his conscience.
Again, through the reflections of Jim, our attention is focused on the
change in personality that is going on within him as he resolutely
determines to establish in his natxire an apathetical attitude tdiich will
make him impervious to the intervention or reactions of his family to his
affirmed stand:
He loved his father and mother and he knew the decision must
cause them bitter pain. Jane would mock him and Tommy would
be aghast. Roger would take it....with icy approval. Oh,
well, none of that could be helped. He must put up with what¬
ever came. He was in for a bad time all right. Thank God he
had the strength to endure it. He had made up his mind and
nothing that aiyone could say should make him swerve from the
clear path of duty.^
Thus it is revealed that these proponents of individualism - Strick¬
land, Simon, Larry and Jim - all exhibit a conduct that is peculiar to
their "nature and business"j consequently, it is "right action" for them.
All are dominated by inner drives that must be expressed in their respec¬
tive ways. Each, yielding to the con5)elling passion of his life, is just
as self-assertive in his chosen mode of expression as the other. Similarly,
each effects concomitant personality changes necessary to the furtherance
of his strivings.
One is struck with the infinite care and finesse that Maugham displays
in his treatment of these individualists. Perhaps there is a predilection
to derive the "artistic satisfaction in the contemplation of evil" similar
to that which he ascribes to the narrator in The Moon and Sixpence, behind
i




his lively interest in portraying srane as iconoclastic and devoid of "the
milk of human kindness.” In contem^ating Strickland's conduct, the
narrator remarks:
The character of a scoundrel, logical and complete, has a
fascination for his creator vhich is an outrage to law and
order....It may be that in his rogues the writer gratifies
instincts deeprooted in him, which the manners and customs
of a civilised world have forced back to the nysterious
recesses of the subconscious. In giving to the character
of his invention flesh and bones he is giving life to that
part of himself \diich finds no other means of expression.
His satisfaction is a sense of liberation.^
The belief that Maugham sometimes identifies himself with these indi¬
vidualists is implied by Cyril Connolly, in "The Art of Being," an article
on Maugham and Forster, in which he states:
...there has always been a strong inclination to mysticism
and an ill-concealed sympathy for those who turn their back
on the world. Mr. Maugham's gallery of bums and beachcombers,
his sanguine study in The Moon and Sixpence....proclaim this
obsession through all his work. He is the worldliest of our
novelists, and yet is fascinated by those who renovince the
world, vrtiether to do nothing, to become artists, to be a
Communist as in Christmas Holiday, or a saint as in The Razor's
Edge,^
Maugham forged his own individualistic pattern of life, hence, in his
novels, his interest is centered on the patterns the creat\a*e3 of his in¬
vention fashion. In ccanmenting on his pattern of life, Maugham says: "I
have not made the pattern I thought best, or even the pattera I should have
liked to make, but merely which seemed feasible. There are better patterns
than mine."^ It might be assumed, then, that the patterns of conduct which
1
The Moon and Sixpence, pp. 202-203*
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Cyril Connolly, "The Art of Being Good," Condemned Playground (New
York, 1946), p. 250.
3
The Summing Up. p. 672.
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his characters follow are more or less experimental studies for Maugham.
In them, he surveys the inherent attributes that are both extreme and
moderate in man's complex nature and represents the possible trends they
would take if either is allowed to dominate an individual's life. He
draws no conclusions, but again, it might be inferred that Maugham would
advocate a middle ground in vMch the self-assertiveness of individualism -
minus its negative qualities - would be tempered with the positive values
o f conventionality. The^, behavior in conformity with one's 'hature and
business” would be "right action" for both the individual and the moral
judgment of society.
Retxxming to a further consideration of Maugham's individualists, we
note that the similitude characteristic of their behavior extends into other
aspects of their conduct. There is distinguishable in their nature, a
marked disposition to be restless and euiventurous, and a propensity to lead
a life that is characteristically ascetical in nature. Perhaps Maugham's
characters evince this trait because he feels that the singleness of purpose
so necessary to the fulfilment of their aims would be hampered by the
softening influences on the comforts of life. One is amazed at the fortitude
his characters manifest in utterly disregarding this need in their lives.
The Moon and Sixpence protrays an impressive instance. Strickland, in
renuciative fashion, lived in a destitute condition in the squalid Latin
Quarters of Paris. The sordidness of his environment is clearly indicated
by the narrator:
2^trickland we^indifferent to comfort; it did not irk him to
live always in one shabby room; he had no need to be surrounded
by beautiful things....He did not want arm'-chairs to sit in; He
really felt more at ease on a kitchen chair. He ate with appetite,
but was indifferent to what he ate....^or six montl:«7 lived
17
on a loaf of bread and a bottle of milk a day. He was a
sensual man, and yet was indifferent to sensual things.
He looked upon privation as no hardship. There was some¬
thing impressive in the manner in which he lived a life
wholly of the spirit.^
The same asceticism is underscored in Simon’s way of life in Christmas
Holiday. The general atmosphere and physical aspects are accurately re¬
produced through the consciousness of Charley Mason. The place in which
Simon made his home in Paris was a tall, dingy building with unkempt
surroundings that were offensive to the eye and nostrils. His room was on
the second floor at the end of a narrow staircase "smelling of stale
o
urine," The interior was drab and squalid, the furnishing consisting of an
armchair with a broken spring and an iron bed which was untidy and none too
clean. In the dead of winter the room was icy cold. The comment of Simon
regarding the condition of his habitation shows that he reveled in its
austerity:
It's not very luxurious, is it? But then I don't want luxury....
It's not even comfortable, but then I don't want comfort. No one
should depend on it. It's a trap that's caught many a man who
you wox;tld have thought had more sense.^
Simon subjected his body to rigid, ascetic measures likewise, as his
accoimt to Charley attests:
Who can achieve mastery over others unless he first achieves
mastery over himself?....In Vienna, as an exercise in self-
denial, I lived for a month on bread and milk. It wasn* t
even a hardship. I've trained nyself now to do with one meal
a day.... I want to acquire an unconquerable will. I've got
to train myself so that I'm indifferent to insult, neglect and
1 '
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ridicule. I’ve got to acquire a spiritual aloofness...*^
The Razor’s Edge provides another, striking illustration of a leaning
toward asceticism in Larry’s mode of life. We see through the eyes and
impressions of Isabel the meagerness and xmattractiveness of Larry’s
lodgings:
Isabel entered a smallish room, with two windows....There was
a sin^e bed in the room, with a night table beside it...an
upholstered but straight-backed armchair and a table between
the windows on which were a typewriter, papers and a nuniber
of books. The chimney piece was piled with paper-bound volvunes.
Isabel: It’s awfully sordid.
Larry; Oh no, it's all right. It's all I want.^
Larry's ascetic tendencies are again mirrored in the narrator’s
description of his appearance at the fashionable Dome cafe upon his return
from India.
He was tall and thin. He wore no hat and he had a mop of dark
brown hair ihat badly needed cutting. His upper lip and his
chin were deeply tanned. He wore a frayed shirt, without a tie,
a brown, threadbare coat and a pair of shabby gray slacks. He
looked as destitute as any beachcomber I had ever met in an
Eastern port.^
Lack of money had nothing to do with Larry’s straitened condition. Rather,
it was that matexdal needs had little significance for him. About his
clothes he remarks to the narrator:
Are they as bad as all that? I never thought about it. As a
matter of fact I have been meaning to get ayself a few odds
and ends, but I never seem able to get down to it. I'm not
short of cash. I’ve got more than I can spend.^
1
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Two other examples are worth mentioning. Larry accepted a backbreaking
job in a coal mine in Lens and got work as a deck hand on a pleasure cruise
ship on his way to India because, he says, “I wanted the experience. When¬
ever I’ve got water-logged spirituaQly, whenever I’ve absorbed all I can for
the time, I’ve found it useful to do something of that sort.”^
This characteristic, asceticism, is not as pronounced in Jim's life, in
The Hour Before the Dawn, but it is implied or may be discerned in his
assumption of the role of martyr in the "inglorious situation" his convic¬
tions forced upon him. The manner in which he endured the strained relation¬
ship with his family - the scorn and contempt of the farmer to whose farm he
had been consigned to work, and the hostility of others who engaged in war
work or had loved ones in active service ^ all converge to make his capacity
for suffering more significant than that of the other individualists*^
Maugham’s individualists have similar tendencies in still another way.
There is indicative in their conduct a marked disposition to be restless
and adventurous. Again we note that the characters partake of the nature of
their creator in this respect. Maugham says in The Summing Up that
I became aware of the specific benefit I was capable of getting
from travel....This was freedom of the spirit on the one hand,
and on the other, the collection of all manner of people who
mi^t serve my purposes....! travelled to many countries....In
contact with these strange people I lost the smoothness that I «
had acquired...I got back my jagged edges. I was at last myself.*^
1.
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Maugham's characters tisually experience the same gratification as a
result of their wainderings in mar^y lands. The Moon and Sixpence depicts
a vivid exan:5)le. Strickland, having exhausted all the avenues of ex¬
perience Paris offered, set out to discover a new environment in order to
’•find himself." After years of wandering and strange adventures in
Marseilles, Australia, and other places, he finally arrived at Tahiti.
Here, Strickland in his primitive mode of life with the native girl, Ata,
and the charms and remoteness of this South Sea island, found a place where
his restless soul could find release in the creation of Beauty that his
strange nature conceived. Capitaine Brunot, an admirer and kindred soul
of Strickland, explains it to the narrator in these words:
It is thither ^ahiti7 that after many wanderings Charles
Strickland came, and it is there that he painted the
pictures on which his fame most securely rests....To use
the hackneyed phrase, here he found himself.^
Simon, in Christmas Holiday, in an attempt to do what he terms "putting
my ideas in order," journed to Vienna where he learned German, read a great
deal, meditated, and studied people. About his fhture plans, he said:
2
"When I'm through with Paris I shall go to Rome, Berlin or Moscow...,"
Larry, the hero of The Razor's Edge, tramped across Relgium into
Germany, imbibing knowledge from the cryptic talk of Kosti, a Pole mine
worker, who discoTxrsed on mysticism when drunk. Years later, after
wandering through Spain, Italy and finally India, where he spent five years
at the Ashrama of an Indian Yogi, Shri Ganesha, his quest was ended with the
1 ^
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acquisition of the wisdom he sought. Larry's ovm account of his ex¬
perience is illuminating:
I listened to Shri Ganesha....He taught that we are all greater
than we know and that wisdom is the means to freedom. ••• it was
not essential to salvation to retire from the world, but only to
renoimce self....But it wasn't his teaching that was so re¬
markable; it was the man himself, his benignity, his Neatness
of soifl, his saintliness. His presence was a benediction. 1
was very happy with him. I felt at last I had what I wanted....
I sheill go back to America to live with calmness, forebearance,
compassion, selflessness arid continence.^
Jim Henderson, in The Hoar Before the Dawn, again deviates from the
common pattern in respect to this tendency - a propensity to wander. He
was forced to work out a solution to his problem in his home environment.
His only avenue of escape was in his passionate love for the refugee, Dora
Friedbury. Her subversive activities precipitated the course of events that
led to the meatiingless futility of his idealism, his conduct, and his
existence. Through an irony of fate, Jim was driven to perpetuate under
necessity the very acts from which he had sworn convictions to refrain -
murder and suicide. His own words portray the irrevocability am poignancy
of his dilemma:
I only had in my heart, love and peace for all men. And it's
all gone phut. I had to stand by my convictions. It's fumy,
isn't it, that I who put up with all that humiliation rather
than take a human life, should^have killed the person I loved
more than anyone in the world?
The writer hais attempted to show in the pi*eceding analysis of Haugham's
view of "right action" that the exponents of an individualistic credo follow
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a pattern of conduct in keeping vd.th their "nature and business".
Maugham treats these characters vrith a spicy zest, for they exempliiy
traits so close to his own temperament. However, the subsequent discussion
will reveal that his view of the conventional characters, vdiose actions
appear to negate those of the "self-assertive" group, occupies a subordinate
position in the narratives, for Maugham conceived the conventional charac¬
ters, or those who complacently accept the proprieties, as being rather dull
and their activities inane. TSiey have succumbed to the "collectivization of
the entire personality"^ demanded by society, therein subjugating the
instinct of self-assertiveness, which, to Maugham, "is the very essence of
2
man." These conventionalists cling tenaciously to the tenets of the social
group with which they are identified. They are concerned, primarily with
3
maintaining "the state in •vdiioh a merciful Providence has placed them."
They know nothing of life outside the well-bred, leisurely comfort of their
immediate circle. On them the same judgment can be passed as Mr, Routh
renders upon the conventional characters in The Razor*s Edge. This novel,
he states,
...presents a circle of well-nourished, well-salaried, and well-
mannered Americana - inteivar civilization at its best. And yet
they are not truly civilized. Had their circumstances been less
comfortable, their characters would not have stood the strain.
As it is, their worldly preoccupations render them self-centered,
superficial, and at times ridiculous.^
H. V. Routh, English Literature and Ideas in The Twentieth Century
(New York, 1950), p. 147.
^Tlie Slimming Up, p. 66l.
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Maugham treats the conventional characters summarily. In many
instances, hy concentrating on a singleness of impression, he makes vivid
the inclination of these characters to accept the proprieties vfith com¬
placency. This is especially true in the case of Mrs. Strickland, in The
Moon and Sixpence. This woman, out of necessity, had made a successful
living for herself and her abandoned children; however, she was ashamed of
her reduced social status. Earning a living to her was "scanewhat un¬
dignified,” and she constantly made it known to her associates that "she
was a lady of birth." She made a point of relating the fact that her son
attended Cambridge, and her daughter was socially popular. She was quite
emphatic about not allowing her daughter to enter into her business: "I
shouldn't' like her to mix with all sorts of people*She's so pretty, I'm
sure she'll many well."^ The narrator expresses himself as being quite
chilled by the "exclusiveness" of Mrs. Strickland.
Elliott Templeton, in The Razor's Edge, is Maugham's most striking
characterization of conformity to the proprieties. Eliott craved the
approbation of the social elite of the continent of Europe:
He was a snob without shame. He would put up with any affront,
he would ignore any rebuff, he woxild swkllow any nideness to
get asked to a party he wanted to go to or make a connection
with some crusty dowager of great name.^
All through the novel we note the impact of this passion for social imminence
upon Elliott. He could not reconcile himself to Larry's complete indiffer-
erence to his efforts to initiate him into Parisian society: "I asked him
to come and dine to meet some of the people 1 thought he ought to know; 1
_
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thought I'd try him out first vdth the Franco-American set, Emily de
Montadour and Gracie de Chateau*^aillard and so on.
In a-similar manner, Elliott tried to orientate his sister, Mrs.
Bradley, and Isabel into the formal rites of polite society during their
stay in Paris. He engaged a lady's maid to care for them, noting that:
No one can be well turned out without a maid, and I've engaged
Antionette not only for your sake ajad Isabel's, but for mine.
It would mortify me that you shouldn't be perfectly dressed....
I am determined that you shall be a credit to me....I've
arranged several parties for you and I've told my French friends
that ^yron was an ambassador, which, of covirse he would have been
if he'd lived a little longer, and it makes a better effect....2
Later, in London at the height of the social season, he planned for Isabel
to forget her "unfortxinate entaglement" with Larry, by participating in a
whirl of social activities, observing that "I've already let ny friends
know we're here and I presume that in a day or two we shall be fixed up for
3
the rest of the season."
Elliott spent his life in the pursuit of social imminence. With the
vast fortune his investments in America brought him, he bought a house on
the Riviera and "entertained vdth a magnificence that never overstepped the
bounds of good taste." So inextricably entwined were this man's life and
social strivings, that he, at the threshold of death, vdthstood its assault
until he received the coveted invitation to a party of a bitter,rival
socialite.^
1







With amused detachment, Maugham indicates this fetish for the pro¬
prieties of society in Isabel. In spuming Larry’s offer of marriage on
'•three thousand a year," she point out:
•You don’t know what you're asking me to do.•••I want to do all
the things that people do. I want to go to panties. I want
to go to dances....! want to have my own car....I want to wear
nice clothes. I don't want to know a lot of scrubby, unvrashed
people; I’ve got nothing to say to them and they've got nothing
to say to me.^
Again in Isabel’s impression of the two American women at one of
Elliott’s parties, we further note her avid delight in and admiration of
the social amenities:
Isabel thought they were grand; she liked their rich clothes and
expensive pearls and felt a twinge of envy for their sophisticated
poise. She wondered if she would ever achieve that supreme
elegance....They talked of the parties they had been to and the
parties they were going to. They gossiped about the latest scandal.
They tore their friends to pieces. Isabel listened with ravishment.
It all seemaito her wonderful civilized. This really was life.2
This matter-of-fact acceptance of a standard of what is proper or
fitting in conventional conduct is symbolized in the pattern of life the
Leslie Masons adopted and stamped indelibly upon their children, Patsy and
Charley. Christmas Holiday abounds with devious impressions. Leslie and
Venetia Mason were satisfied with "the state of life in vdiich a merciful
Providence had placed liiem." They loved painting and music and trained
their children to love and appreciate these fine arts. Leslie, while conduc-i^
ting his family through the Louvre, in Paris, says: "...it’s a part of a
gentleman’s education to have done the great galleries of Europe, and when
1




people talk about Rembrandt and Titian and so on, you look a bit of a
fool, if you can't put yoiir word in.
The Masons enjoyed their comfortable economic and social status end
had no desire to advance in either. Their children, likewise, manifested
no inclination to deviate firom the pattern of life in which they had been
nourished. Sir Wilfred Mason had suggested to Leslie that Charley be "put
down for Eton," but,
Leslie would not hear of it. It was not the financial sacrifice
he minded, but he had too much good sense to send his boy to a
school where he would get extravagant tastes and acquire ideas
unfitted for the station in life he would ultimately occupy.^
The fact that this concept is crystallized in Charley's thinking is
evident, and may be clearly discerned through his conversation with Simon,
who quizzes him about the nature of his life in London. Charley described
a whirl of activities in which the social pursuits exceeded those of a
business nature. In short, he explained, "I've enjoyed myself,"^ Their
conversation, in brief follows:
Simon: And vdiat do you expect to do next year....and the year
after?
Charley: I suppose in a few years I shall get married and then
my father will retire and hand over his Job to me.
Simon: And then you'll lead the sort of life your father has led
before you?
Charley: I'm cpiite prepared to do my little Job and have as much
fun as I can on the income I've got.^
In a similar exjlanation to Lydia about his life in London, Charley
1








becomes iineasy as he seems to see himself "from the standpoint of an ob¬
server." of the impression gradually dawning on him, he reflects:
It slightly perplexed him. ^ia7father, his mother, his sister,
himself, busy from morning till night...yet when you came to
look upon the life they led from one year’s end to another it
gave you an uncomfortable feeling that they, none of them, did
anything at all.^
It would seem to be clear that the petty isolated society in udiich
Maugham's conventional characters move, oblivious to the issues and involve¬
ments of the world in general, is an object of derision to him. They did
nothing. He perceives that his individualists or "human oddities.»•are more
earnest and less self-seeking than conventional people, and therefore
worthier members of society...." He states in the preface to the novej,
Mrs. Craddock, his satisfaction at the passing out of existence of some
objectionable phases of the English social structure at the end of the
nineteenth century:
it was the end of an era, but the landed gentry, who were so
soon to lose the power they had so long enjoyed, were the last
to have a suspicion of the fact. They were very conscious of
their gentility, and they had only disdain for the moneyed class
that was already beginning to take their place. They were for
the most part narrow, stupid and intolerant; they were prudish,
formal and punctilious; ttiey had outworn their tise, and few can2
regret that the co^U7se of events has swept them out of the way.
In the Hom* Before the Dawn, Maugham emphasizes the Hendersons' fond-
ness for a life of social distinction in keeping with their traditional
place in society, by centering attention on their attachment for their
estate, Graveney Holt. He conveys this impression through the consciousness
of Mrs. Henderson, who surveys their prized possession and reflects:
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She gave a glance at the noble facade of the great house then
her eyes travelled over the formal garden with its Italian
fountains, its statues....park* There were trees as old as
the house..*.As far as the eye could reach it was Henderson
land....It kept them poor to maintain that vast house and that
great estate. But they loved their home, she and her husband.
...They were prepared to sacrifice themselves to hand down to
their successors intact the house and land that they held in
trust.^
The same impression is conveyed through the reflections of iJay Hender¬
son, wife of the Henderson's son, Roger, who reviewed in her mind the un¬
satisfactory state of her marriage and of her position in the family;
No doubt ever entered their minds /the Hendersoris/ that God
intended anything else than they should look after their
property as good landlords should, sit on the bench and
sentence poachers to the penalties ordained by law, hunt
foxes, shoot pheasants, aid the needy, marry according to
their station and hand on to their heirs an undiminished
estate.**.^
Thus, in a sweeping, but conqprehensive manner, Maughan has penetrated
and revealed the perspectives and the petty concerns of the members of the
"isolated social groups." His treatment of them shows a marked impatience
and a tendency to humorously satirize their stolid complacency and super¬
ficiality. He looks with indulgence, however, upon that state of coi&-
placency which tempers its conventionality with tolerance and resigration.
Such persons who exhibit it are contented with their own lot in the scheme
of life, yet, they are broad enough in spirit to consider that there are
others who are equally as satisfied with their way of life - whether it is
expended in noble or ignoble pursuits, or on a high or low sphere of
1





In The Narrow Comer. Maugham has made Dr. Saunders the vehicle through
which he conveys this aspect of complacency that is tolerant and resigned.
Before the penetrating ^es of this "raisonneur" parade the characters
engaged in their varied pursuits of life. Dr. Saunders surveys them with
absorbing interest, tinged with amusement, cynicism, and sometimes sympathy.
He is characterized as a man of great shrewdness with "...merry, laughing
eyes...watching, weighing, judging and forming an opinion." He was not a
man to take things at their face value. His attitude toward mankind is
Slimmed up in the following excerpt:
Dr. Saunders took an interest in his fellows that was not quite
scientific and not quite human. He wanted to receive entertain¬
ment from them. He regarded them dispassionately eind it gave
him just the same amusement to unravel the intricacies of the
individual as the mathematician might find in the solution of a
problem. The sense of disapproval was left out of him....Right
and wrong were no more to him than good weather and bad weather.
He took them as they came. He judged but he did not condemn.
He laughed.^
Dr. Saunders first focuses his attention upon the skipper of a small
dinghy. Captain Nichols, who, in the conqpany with a young Australian boy,
lands on the remote island of Takana, in the Melay Archipelago. He
immediately forms a judgment of this figure as a crafty, evil, but interest¬
ing villain. About him, he muses:
He was a bad hat....Dishonesty was stamped on his mean and crafty
features. He was the sort of man who was willing to put his hand
to anything... .You could rely on him for nothing but to do you
down....The conclusion Dr. Saunders arrived at was that he rather
liked Captain Nichols. He was taken by the skipper's genial
friendliness; it gave a pleasant savour to his roguery....2
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Although his opinion of Captain Nichols did not change. Dr. Saunders
remarked at the revelation of another side of this man's nature. During an
omnious storm on the high seas, he handled with expert seamanship the small
craft on which Dr. Saunders had taken passage, and exhibited an attitude of
daring and calmness conspicuously lacking in any aspect of fear. Dr.
Savmders marks that ”.*.in this tiny vessel in that vast desert of angry
waves, without possibility of succour if catastrophe befell them, he was at
ease, strong in his knowledge of the sea, proud, self-assured and happy.
Dr. Saunders notes another contrasting feature in the captain in his
demeanor and concern for the proper disposition of the Japanese pearl diver's
body. Captain Nichols' words reveal a glimmering of the "humane" in him:
"When I was conductin' that service I didn't think it was only a dirty
little Jap, it was ;iust the same to me as if it had been you or Fred or the
2
doctor. That's Christianity, that is." Dr. Saunders, perceiving that
even this "mean and unscrupulous blackguard" had some good qualities in him,
was inclined to look upon his behavior with an amused tolerance, for:
He thought it no biisiness of his to praise or condemn. He was
able to recognize -Uiat one was a saint and another a villain,
but his consideration of both was fraught with the same cool
detachment.3
With this "same cool detachment," Dr. Saunders observes the actions
of the other characters that he encounters. He views with perplexity, but
tolerance, the "highly metaphysical" speculation of the mystic. Frith, and
he looks with iiKlulgence upon the idealist, Erik Christessen, who lives a
1






life of fantasy, peopled vdth the creatures and attributes of his ovm
fashioning. The doctor feels a twinge of sympathy for the youthful Fred
Blake and Louise Frith. Fred, a bitter outcast from his home and fam-ny
because of an unfortunate involvement, seemed on the threshold of a new
life as a result of the spiritual influence of firik. Dr. Saunders sees
him hopelessly frustrated again by the impact of life as he, in his
intrigue with louise, unwittingly contributed to the tragedy of Erik's
death.
In registering an attitude of "cool detachment” free of the tendency
to praise or condemn the actions of others different from those of his. Dr.
Sa\inders expresses the convictions of his artistic creator, Maugham, who
infers that the con^jlacent conventionalist should regard with toleration
action different troa. his own. Note the implication in these words from
The Summing Up;
It must be a fault in me that I am not gravely shocked at the
sins of others unless Uiey personally affect me, and even when
they do I have learnt at last generally to excuse them. It is
meet not to expect too much of others. You should be grateful
when they treat you well, but unperturbed vAien they treat you
ill....I am touched \dien I see the goodness of the wicked and
I am willing enough to shrug a tolerant shoulder at their
wickedness. I am not ny brother's keeper. I cannot bring my¬
self to judge my fellows; I am content to observe them. My
observation has led me to believe that, all in all, there is
not so much difference between the good and the bad as the
moralists would have us believe.^
It would seem that a phase of Idle very spirit and substance of
Maugham's philosophy as regards personal conduct is incarcerated within Dr.
Saunder's consciousness.
This examination of the concept of "right action" as viewed in the
novels which have been analyzed, reveals Maugham's profound knowledge of the
1
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complexity of human nature - its inherent base and ignoble attributes, and
its good and noble aspects. Maugham is convinced that the nature of man is
the determining factor in his choice of a course of action. As a result
of its directorial influence, man is placed in a quandry in selecting a
pattern that allows the free expression of his desires and yet that is
harmonious with the moral judgments of society. To resolve this quandry,
man is forced to rebel against society’s restrictions,or subdue his self-
assertive instincts. Either extreme is undesirable and subject to subse¬
quent penalizing results.
Maugham’s answer to this problem is couched in the thesis that one
should act in conformity with his "nature and business." His sympathy
clearly lies with the pursuance of an individualistic course of action, but
he realizes that "ri^t action" to be harmonious and compatible with indi¬
vidual and social aims and ends would necessarily have to be a combination
of the positive qualities of individualism and the conventions. This is
the desirable, the ideal concept of "right action," but it does not resolve
the primary contention which encompasses all nature by asserting that each
in charting a course of action "should act in conformity with his nature
and business."
CHAPTER II
THE CONCEPT OF LOVE
In the preceding chapter an attempt was made to set forth the writer’s
interpretation of Maugham’s concept of "right action" as it is given in the
five novels selected and analyzed in that phase of the study. In this
chapter, the writer will attempt to present and interpret another major
concept that Maugham conveys through the medium of his novels—the concept
of love. The novels to be surveyed in developing this concept are: The
Moon and Sixpence, The Hour Before the Dawn, The Narrow Corner, The Razor’s
Edge. Ifc^s. Craddock. Of Htiman Bondage, and Theatre.
An analysis of the eight novels mentioned above suggests that Maugham
conceives love as a potent passion that enslaves, humiliates, and tortures
the lover. This love, as appraised by 3. N. Behrman^ is a "penalty."
"There is no "lift" in Maugham, he explains. With him, love is not an
2
ecstasy; it’s an agony, a ^humiliation, a penalty." This allegation is
/
fitting and true, for Maugham advances an acrid representation of the
devastating effects of love upon the lover.
Although, in his concept, love is regarded as a human need, it is a
need that is never requited. The fact that love is always unrequited
accounts for the penalty that it imposes upon its victim. In considering
this experience along with other human needs, man follows the directorial
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influence of his "nature and business," and adopts an attitude toward love
that is peculiar to his own temperament. Accordingly, he accepts, rejects
or idealizes lovej or, conversely, he accords it a subservient status in
his life. Regardless of the circumstances, attitudes, or persons involved
in the experience of love, Maugham views the passion as an enslaving,
humiliating, and penalizing force for the lover.
Throughout the novels Tinder examination there are numerous manifes¬
tations of the punitive nature of love. Again, Maugham renders these
manifestations vivid and conclusive through his impressive characterizations.
He offers glimpses of the subsconsciousness of his characters; talks through
his medium, the narrator; provides conversations, impressions and actions of
all persons involved in order to convey effectively his message.
The Moon and Sixpence reveals a realistic treatment of love as a
"penalty" through the experiences of Blanche Stroeve, viio, to all appearances,
is the contented and understanding wife of the artist, Dirk Stroeve, but, who
sudderly becomes tragically possessed with a mad, unrestrained passion for
the fanatical artist, Charles Strickland. The potency of her passion for
Strickland is underscored in this conversation with her husband:
Blanche: Please let me go quietly, Dirk....Don't you under¬
stand that I love Strickland? Where he goes I
shall go.
Stroeve: Oh, dear, how can you be so cruel?
Blanche: I can't help nyself, Dirk.
Stroeve: You don't know what Strickland's place is like....
You’ll suffer the most awfUl privations.
Blanche: If I don't care, I don't see wi^ you should. I can
earn money for him.^
The intensity of her love for Strickland, and the humiliating position
in vrtiich she was placed becatise of it, is further emphazied in the words of
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Strickland to the narrator: "I told her when I'd had enough of her she'd
have to go, and she said she'd risk that... .When I'd finished my picttire
^f Blanche's nude bot^ I took no more interest in her.”^
Blanche Stroeve, unable to capture Strickland's affection and un¬
willing to live without it, committed suicide. The poignancy of her
suffering, evident in her choosing death as a way out, and in her pitiable
condition at the hospital attests to the penalty love infLicted upon this
unfortvinate woman. "She won’t speak," the reader is told. "She doesn't
2
move for hours at a time. But she cries always. Her pillow is all wet."
Love for Blanche Stroeve was most conclusively a potent, humiliating and
accrueiating passion.
Christmas Holiday brings into view another convincing representation of
the penalty love exacts from its victim. lydia Berger had an undying love
for her perverse husband, Robert. She "would have thought it impossible
to love Robert more than when she married him, but every day increased her
passion. He was not only a charming lover, but also a delightful companion. "3
Lydia's love remained constant even though she discovered that her husband
dabbled in crime. Likewise, his conviction of the murder of an English
bookmaker, Teddie Jordan, caused no change in the intensity of her devotion.
Deeply grieved, humiliated, and hurt because she knew in her heart that
Robert was guilty, she stoutly avowed her love for him to his mother:
I don’t love for a month. I love always. He's the only
man I've loved. He's the only man I shall ever love.
1
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Whatever he’s done, whatever the future has in store, I love
him. Nothing can make me love him less. I adore. him.l
India’s suffering is self-inflicted. She endures the life of a prosti¬
tute at a brothel in order to atone for Robert’s sin. She explains her
strange actions to Charley in the following way:
The S^rail is frequented by the rich, the idle, the vicious....
There my humiliation is like a festering wound that nothing can
heal, I welcome the suffering. I welcome the contempt these
men have for the instrument of their lust..,,I’m in hell as
Robert is in hell and bqt suffering makes it more easy for him
to bear his....!^ suffering as well as his is necessary to
expiate his sin.^
Such love as this, that so unbalances or warps a person’s rational
faculties, is indeed a penalty, and we experience the same reaction as did
Charley,
...vdien he came to consider the love that consumed lydia, a
love that was the cause of her every action, the inspiration
of her every thought, so that it was like a symphonic
accompaniment that gave depth and significance to the melodic
line which was her life firom day to day, he could only draw
back in an almost horrified awe. 3
In Theatre, Julia Gosselyn’s experience with the onslaught of an over¬
mastering passion of love proves equally as devastating. Julia, a cele¬
brated actress, fell "madly in love with Michael, a man of beauty, grace
and ease of manner."^ Because of her great love for him, she pursued
Michael relentlessly. Soon perceiving that Michael admired her and enjoyed
-
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her company, but did not love her, Julia comforted herself by believing
that her love was so potent that "when they were married, when they slept
together, her own passion would excite an equal passion in hinu"^
So intense was Julia’s passion for Michael that she was willing to
become his mistress, but this he refused. To Julia’s dismay and grief,
Michael proved to be an indifferent lover, one who was content to accept the
adoration and affection of another, but incapable of experiencing or ex¬
pressing an ardent emotion himself. We note this characterization in Julia's
re flections;
2^chael7 showed great good nature in allowing Julia to make
love to him. She adored to sit cuddled up to him with his
arm around her waist, her face against his, and it was heaven
when she coxild press her eager mouth against his rather thin
lips. It was heavenly, when she told him how exquisite his
nose was and how lovely his russet, curly hair, to feel his
hold on her tighten a little and to see the tenderness in his
eyes.^
The same relationship obtained vdien Michael and Julia married. Julia
continues the humiliating act of making love to Michael. She had to beg
for every word or expression of affection. Yet, she remained a slave to
her passionate love for Michael until his enlistment in the war, vdien,
occupied with agonizing thoughts of losing him, she decided to have a child;
"Michael might be killed at any moment....if she was to go on living she
3
must have a child by him."
Ironically, upon Michael’s return on a leave, Julia fell Just as con-
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clusively out of love vdth him as she had fallen in love.
She was dismayed. Her heart sank because she knew she had lost
something that was infinitely precious to her, and pitying her¬
self she was Inclined to cryj but at the same time she was filled
with a sense of triumph, it seemed a revenge that she enjoyed for
the unhappiness he had caused her; she was free of the bondage in
vdiich her senses had held her to him and she exulted: It’s grand
to be one’s own mistress.^
Bertha Craddock’s ardent affection for her husband, Edward, in the novel
Mrs. Craddock, conforms to the same pattern as does Julia’s. She, too, is
held in bondage by a passion that dominates her entire life. Similarly,
the object of her affection is the counterpart of Michael Gosselyn - a man
with a practical turn of mind, incapable of feeling or expressing an
intense passion so essential to the happiness of a woman. Bertha’s love
for Edward was a bitter heart-ache from its inception. The intensity of
her passion for him is noted in these words:
...she was not ashamed, she loved him passionately, she worshipped
the grotmd he trod on: she confessed boldly that he of all men was
the one to make her happy, her life she would give into his strong
and manly hands; she made up her mind firmly that Craddock should
lead her to the eiltar...."! want to be his wife," she gasped, in
the extremity of her passion.^
After marriage, Bertha gave herself over completely to the enjoyment
of her love - "love was a great sea into which she boldly plimged, tmcaring
3whether she would sink or swim." Like Julia, Bertha had to make love to
her husband, and for a while she enjoyed this. Her passion was sufficient
to encompass both. After six months of bliss, however, Bertha discerned
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her demonstrations of affection.
...often he almost pushed her away when she came to caress
him....Often he had left unanswered her protestations of
undying affection. •. .She accused him of not loving her, and
asked herself distractedly how to gain his affection. Her
pride found cause for hiimiliation in the c^cumstance that
her own love was so much greater than his.^
Bertha sacrificed her values and her personal desires to extract from
Edward a responding devotion. She was charmed with his commonplace mind,
his ignorance of the finer things of life, and amused at his prejudices.
2
"Her own accomplishments seemed unnecessary and even humiliating." She
loved him although he grieved and humiliated her by many untoward acts. He
forsook her for some whim, when she desperately wanted him to spend some
time with her. Upon her recovery from a distressing confinement, one after¬
noon she slipped down-stairs to surprise Edward and enjoy his company, only
3
to find that he had a trivial engagement vdiich he would not break.
It would seem that such actions on the part of her husband would be
sufficient to kill Bertha's love, but she sinks to an even more deplorable
level. Leaving her husband for a visit to Paris, with the expressed pur¬
pose of destroying her enslavement to him, Bertha finds that her passion is
accentuated by her absence from him. She returns only to find that he had
accepted an invitation to "Lord Philip Dirk's" to a tennis tournament and a
ball, and would see her the next morning.^
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Of Human Bondage provides Maugham*s most poignant and singular repre¬
sentation of the penalizing effect of love. Philip Carey, hero of this
novel, possessed for Mildred Rogers a frenzied passion which enslaved his
mind and soxil, robbing him of all power of rationalization. In no other
novel is this penalizing effect rendered with such precision. Of this mad
infatuation vdiich obsessed Philip for Mildred, the Van Dorens^ make this
observation:
•..the commonplace girl vdiom Philip so stubbornly and unaccount¬
ably loves to his loss, is unique in fiction. There seems to be
no reason for her being lovedj but she undeniably is, as the
suffering which she contributed to Philip’s sum is undeniable....^
Philip’3 love for Mildred is characterized by all of the humiliating
and excruiating aspects that are exhibited in Maugham's accoimt of Blanche
Stroeve, Julia and Bertha Craddock, although in a more concentrated and
intense form. As was true in their case, the person whose love he sought,
was unworthy, calloused and indifferent. Philip "hated himself for loving
her....she seemed to be constantly hTimiliating him."^ The fact remained,
however, that Philip did love this cheap, commonplace waitress. He tries
to fathom the mystery of this ignoble dilemma in which this strange love
has placed him:
...it seemed impossible that he should be in love with Mildred
Rogers. Her name was grotesque. He did not think her pretty....
She was common....Her manners, like her conversation, were
odiously genteel. He remembered her insolence*..and suddenly he
Carl Van Doren, editor, author, and critic, was at one time managing
editor of The Cambridge History of Literature; his brother, Mark Van Doren,
author and poet of distinction, collaborated with him in the book, American
and British Literature Since 1B9Q«
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•was seized by an uprush of emotion. He yearned for her. He
thought of ■baking her in his arms...and kissing her pale mouth.
...He -wanted her. He bad thought of love as a rapture...he had
looked forward to an ecstatic happiness, but this was not
happiness; it was a hunger of the soul, it was a painful yearn¬
ing, it was bitter anguish, he had never known before....When
she left him it was wretchedness, and -when she came to him again
it was despair....He wondered how he was going to endure that
ceaseless aching of his soul.^
Philip’s anguish and humiliation began with the inception of this love
for Mildred and knew no bounds in its endurance. Mildred showed a marked
aversion to Philip’s initial attempts "bo attract her notice; in fact, her
attitude toward him was hostile. She resented his prying into her affairs
with her German lover, and dismissed Philip with the acid statement that
2
"I’d rather wait for him than have you wait for me.”
Again, Philip’s suffering was almost unendurable when Mildred left him
to marry her German lover. Just as it seemed that he had freed himself from
the bondage -bo Mildred, she reappeared - an abandoned woman and an expectant
mother. At this point, it would seem that Maugham would invest his hero
with the manhood and stamina to cope -with the situation in a sane manner by
uprooting any affection he might have had for -Uiis woman. That, however, is
not the case. Philip reassumes his martyred role, and provides this woman
and her unborn child with a comfortable home, and joyfully spends his time
catering to her every want.
She accepted all that Philip did for her as if it were the most
natural thing in the world, and on his side he loved to spend
money on her...*He used to leave her at ten o’clock every night...
He generally made a ritual of the kisses he gave her when he bade
her good-ni^t.. .He went home with a heart overflowing with love.3
1




There remained yet another eKcruciating experience for Philip at the
hands of this worthless wcmian. After the ordeal of her confinement, when
Philip was certain that at last his love would be rewarded, Mildred
fomed an attachment for his friend, Griffiths. The low ebb to which his
manhood and self-respect had sunk is revealed in these h\uniliating words
to Griffiths about Mildred;
Are you in love with Mildred?....It doesn‘t matter to you,
Harry. •. .You’ve got so many women - don’t take her away from
me. It means my whole life. I’ve been so awfully wretched.
His voice broke, and he could not prevent the sob that was
torn from him. He was horribly ashamed of himself.^
Griffiths did take Mildred away from Philip, and Philip himself provided
the means by which this was made possible. He gave Mildred the money with
which to spend a weekend at Oxford with Griffiths I He hoped that both would
be rid of their temporary infatuation and Mildred wo\ild return to him to
fulfill his long-suffering desire. His thoughts reflect this vain hope and
the utter irrationality of his mind:
What did he care if it was shocking or disgusting? He was
ready for ary compromise, prepared for more degrading
humiliations still, if he could only gratify his desire.*^
Maugham mercifully allows Mildred to withdraw her odious presence from
Philip’s life, and during her extended absence, his life followed a new
coxurse with new frieirds and: activities. Although she crossed his path again,
the new influences had so permeated him that he was able to uproot the "love
was a parasite in his heart, nourishing a hateful existence on his
life’s blood; it ^a^ absorbed his existence so intensely that he could
1




take pleasue in nothing else."^
This, then, is the bleak picture vrtiich Maugham paints of the devas¬
tating effects of this powerful passion, love, upon the persons who
sccumb to it. His perspicacious rendition of this highly emotional and
distressingly painful state of love is so realistic that the reader',
vicariously sharing in the conflict, is equally as relieved to escape its
insufferable atmosphere as are those held in its bondage.
Posed against the characters who need love and who passionately,
whole-heartedly and recklessly pxirsue it Eire those who want no part of it -
those who find it a hindrance. Many exhibit a significantly bizarre
attitude toward love by stripping it of its idealistic qualities and rele¬
gating it to an insignificant status in the scheme of life. In reality,
they nile out love in its true essence, and yield only to the sexual
instinct associated with this passion.
Other characters in this group, aversely concede that love hsis to be
considered in the sum total of the exigences of life,but, it must never be
allowed to interfere in any way with more important concerns. Thus, it
appears, that physical relationship, rather than love, is a necessary hximan
need for some of Maugham's characters, and that love in a subservient rx>le
is conceded acceptable to others. By the assumption of either attitude,
these figures impose the "penalty" that love inflicts upon the characters
who so desperately desire the realization of requited love. Again, we note
the impact of the directorial influence of their "nature and business," as
these figures register their respective attitudes toweird love.
1
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Charles Strickland, in The Moon and Sixpence» is a forceful example
of a person who has a disparaging regard for the sentiment of love. For
him, it is very definitely a hindrance, and consequently, he thrusts it
out of his life as willfully as he had banished other human values pre¬
viously noted. He gruffly admits, however, that he, of necessity, is
forced to yield occasionally to the physical relation - a phase that moral
judgment reserves for the consummation of love. Strickland gave vent to
this need in his brief, but tragic alliance with Blanche Stroeve. To the
narrator* s comment that Blanche loved him with all her heart, Strickland
replies;
I don’t want love. I haven’t time for it. It’s a weakness.
I am a man, and I sometimes want a woman. When I’ve satisfied
my passion I’m ready for other things. I can't overcome my
desire, but I hate it; it imprisons my spirit; I look forward
to the time when I shall be free from all desire and can give
nyself without hindrance to my work....Love is a disease.
Women are the instruments of my pleasure... .Because women can
do nothing except love, they’ve given it a ridiculous importance.
They want to persuade us that it’s the whole of life. It’s an
insignificant part....I haven’t got time for that sort of
nonsense. Life isn’t long enough for love and art."^
The same attitude obtains in Tahiti in Strickland’s relations with his
native wife, Ata. Here he makes it clear that "women are the instruments
of ny pleas;xre." Ata fills that need and that one alone, in his life. His
words to Capitaihe Binanot affirm this; "she leaves me along. She cooks ny
food and looks after her babies. She does what I tell her. She gives me
what I want from a woman.
A perusal of Christmas Holiday brings to the attention a similar view¬
point in the mind of Simon Fenimore. Like Strickland, he too, rejects love
1




In Its genuine sense^ but he finds it necessary to extract from this
essentially spiritual passion the satisfaction derived from its physical
side. His deep aversion to the experience of love is summed up in his
reply to Charley’s supposition that he might fall in love; ”1 should tear
it out of my heart as I'd wrench out of my mouth a rotten tooth. His
explanation to Charley is that his need for love was not urgent because he
'•attentuated" it by the strenuous work he performed, the small amovint of
sleep he consumed, and the limitation of his eating habits to one meal a
day. To further show how little reverence he felt for amorous involve¬
ments, and the utter contempt in which he held this human relation, he
explained that
Paris is singularly well arranged for the satisfaction of the
sexual instinct at moderate expense and with the least possible
waste of time, and when I find my appetite is interfering with
my work I have a woman just as \dien I’m constipated I take a
purge. It may be an instinct that one can't suppress, but the
man’s a pitiful fool who allows it to divert him from his chosen
path.^
Consequently, Simon speaks and acts in conformity with his conclusions
about this passion. He tells Charley that "an awful lot of hokum" is talked
about love.
People talk as though it were self-evidently the greatest human
values....In this modern world...we know that almost everything
is more important to vis than love, we know that only the soft
and the stupid allow it to affect their actions....^
1






Something remotely aikin to this sentiment is evidenced in the attitude
of Larry Darrell in The Razor’s Edge, For him, love is not "self-evidently
the greatest human values," There is lacking in his conception, however,
the irreverent disparagement typical of Strickland and Simon. Love to him
is not undesirable, ridiculous or insignificant; however, it is a sub¬
servient human need which Larry, xxnlike Strickland and Simon, can control.
Larry wishes to experience love in its genuine sense along with the other
absorbing aspects of life. He desired to share his "life of the spirit"
with his fiance, Isabel. "The life of the spirit" was the important thing
in his existence, but love could be an enjoyable conplement. He loved
Isabel, and wished to marry her, explaining to her that,
I wish I could make you see how much fuller the life I offer you
is than anything you have a conception of. I wish I could make
you see how exciting the life of the spirit is and how rich in
experience. It’s illimitable It’s such a happy life.^
Isabel’s rejection of Larry's pattern of life did not distress him. Love
to him was not equal in importance to the life of the spirit; therefore,
love must be sublimated to a pursuit of higher value.
A reproduction of the conversation between Larry and Suzanne Rouvier
serves to further illustrate the assertion that love - though nob demeaned
nor vilified - occupied a minor role in Larry's preoccupations. Suzanne,
who had been given succor and understanding by Larry vAien she was ill,
homeless, and starving, wished to repay with love her debt to Larry:
Suzanne: D'you want me to come to your room tonight? He
looked at me with those kind eyes of his for a
moment, then he smiled.
Larry: ’D'you want to come?’
The Razor's Edge, p. 79*
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Suzanne: What do you think - with that fine body of yours?
Larry: >A11 right, come then.'"^
Suzanne, who related this conversation to the narrator, explained that
Larry was reading and smoking a pipe when she went to him, and that as she
left, she saw him take up his book and begin reading where he had left off.
He never invited her to his room, but he was kind to her whenever she
elected to spend time with him. Her final characterization of Larry's
conduct aptly conveys the fact that neither the spiritual nor the physical
aspects of love are necessary human needs to him: "He had in short natural
human instincts but he was like a man so preoccupied that he forgets to eat;
2
yet when you put a good dinner before him he eats with appetite."
Thus far it has been observed that Maugham's characters express varying
attitudes toward love, and as we view these varied manifestations, we
become increasingly aware of the significance of Maugham's thesis that
"...each should act in conformity with his nature and business" in determining
"right action." The predilection of some of his characters to register
toward love an attitude that is eccentric, incredible, and repellent,becomes
comprehensible and tolerable because the reader is cognizant of their
nature. But it is also equally clear that the characters who suffer the
penalty of love are motivated Ijy their nature as are those who impose the
penalty.
In the presentation of the characterizations of Michael Gossely, in
Theatre, and of Edward Craddock, in the novel, Mrs. Craddock. Maugham
appears to get a great deal of amusement out of specifying how the stolid
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natxire of these two protagonists directly influences their attitudes toward
love. They regard this passion as a necessary but very definitely sub¬
servient hxunan need. Both characters enjoy the distinction of having been
relentlessly pursued by their victims. Similarly, they permitted their
wives to make love to than. Finally, these two men were of a practical
turn of mind, and were noticeably and intolerably indifferent to their
wives' ardent affection.
Michael's view of love and its proper status in man's life is summed
up in his own observation that "After an love isn't everything. It's all
very well at its proper time and in its proper place. We note with
amusement, that he experiences a feeling of relief viien Julia nysteriously
curbs her passionate demonstrations of love. Julia, like Bertha, in Mrs.
Craddock, falls out of love with Michael. The following words show
Michael's reflections about this change in his wifes
He was not a man to whcan sex was important, and he was relieved
when he discovered that Julia no longer made any demand on him....
Julia was much easier to get on with...and he was happier than he
had ever been before. It was a damned satisfactory marriaged he
had made.^
Edward, in Mrs. Craddock, holds a similar view toward love as does
Michael in Theatre. The range of their marital experiences is parallel in
many respects. The following conversation sets forth clearly Edward's con¬
tention that love is a human need but decidedly a subservient one:
Bertha: Ah, yes, with you love is kept out of sight all day,
while you are occupied with the serious affairs of
life, such as shearing sheep and hunting foxes, and






you’ve had good things to eat, and is indistinguishable
ftom the process of digestion....the love I want is the
love of the man vdio will lose everything, even his own
soul, for the sake of a woman.
Edward; I don’t know where you'll get that. ISy idea of love is
that it's a very good thing in its place, but there's a
limit to everything. There are other things in life.^
Mis3 Ley, Bertha's aunt, ferrets out the mystery obstructing the
"connubial bliss" of the young couple, and concludes that "once again the
hymeneal path had not been strewn with roses." To the reader and Dr. Ramsay,
she reveals her discoveries in the nature of a conundrum:
...for Bertha the book of life is written throughout in italics;
for Edwai\i it is all in the big round hand of the copybook
heading. Don't you^think it will make the reading of the book
somevdiat difficult?
Edward expresses the same thought in these words; "Bertha's a perfect
terror. She wants me to spend ny whole life in kissing her. Don't you think
it's unreasonable. Aunt Polly? % motto is; everything in its place and
season.'^ Miss Ley, whose keen, discerning eyes have measured the situation
quite accurately further interprets it by quoting a line from La Roche¬
foucauld; "Entre deus amants il-y-a toujours un qui aime et un se laisse
aimer." To this she adds her own; "Celui qui aime a toujours tort."^
Edward despite his cold, indifferent nature, endured the caresses and
demonstrations of love that Bertha showered upon him; nevertheless, he
admitted to himself that he was "far happier than before" when Bertha's
1








extended visit to Paris appeared to have calmed her dovm, and "made her less
exacting." The author concludes with this witty statement; "Mr. Craddock's
principles, of course, were quite right; he had given her plenty of run amd
ignored her cackle, and now she had come home to roost*"^
The final presentation of Maugham's view of love as a potent passion
that enslaves, humiliates and tortures the lover, finds expression in the
protagonists whose entire lives are characterized by a preoccupation with
the ideal in li:fe. The primitive impact of love upon these characters is
more devastating than the impact of those of a more worldly outlook. The
idealism of these figures would naturally dominate their attitude toward
the passion of love. They are capable of lofty thoughts, having more to do
with fancy than with reality. Naturally they would clothe the object of
their love in ardent imaginative qualities. Dirk Stroeve, in The Moon and
Sixpence» held such love as this for his wife, Blanche. This love was a
beautiful, spiritual, and highly idealized state of bliss for him. He was
happy with the woman who graced his fireside and nothing was too dear if it
made his loved one happy. We note the tone of bliss expressive in Dirk's
words as he introduces Blanche to the narrator;
But isn't she wonderful? I tell you, my boy, lose not time;
get married as soon as ever you can. I'm the happiest man
alive. Look at her sitting there. Doesn't she make a
picture?....I've seen all the moat beautiibl women in the
world; I've never seen anyone more beautiful than Madame
Dirk Stroeve.'^
The serenity and happiness of Dirk's love for Blanche and their con¬
nubial bliss is touching and impressive. The narrator marks its nature in
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these words;
There was something very charming in his little household. He
and his wife made a picture vdiich the imagination gratefully
dwelt upon, and the simplicity of his love for her had a
deliberate grace...it must amuse her that he should place her
on a pedestal and worship her with such an honest idolatry...*
He was the constant lover, and though she grew old, losing her
rounded lines and her fair comeliness, to him she would certainly
never alter. To him she would always be the loveliest woman in
the world....Their life in its own way was an ic^rl, and it
managed to achieve a singular beauty.^
When Strickland destroyed this ideal state of marriage, taking Blanche
Stroeve from her husband, Dirk, out of the kindness of his idealistic,
generous soul, gave up his home, and shared his savings with Blanche so that
she would not experience a life of privation. As he sorrowfully departs, he
says, "Good-bye, ny dear. I'm grateful for all the happiness you gave me in
2
the past."
Dirk unashamedly relates to the narrator his xmdying love for Blanche
despite her desertion. He would stand ready to welcome her back when "she's
alone and humiliated and broken." He explains to the narrator that he
loves her better than himself. I couldn't expect her to love me as I loved
her. I'm a buffoon. I'm not the sort of man that women love....I can't
3
blame her if she's fallen in love with Strickland."
There is a manifestation of emotional idealism in Jim's love for Dora,
in The Ho\ir Before the Dawn. Jim fervently believed that Dora was all that
a lover could desire in the woman he loved. In the strained, hateful
1






situation his convictions had placed him, she, alone, remained a sympa¬
thetic ally, giving him courage to go on« His mind dwelt lovingly upon
her fine points:
She was wise and good....She understood him and sympathized
with him and believed in him. Nothing mattered really as
long as he didn't lose her. He loved her with all his heairt.
...It was not only love he felt for her; it was deep respect.
...She made him feel huiDble.^
His marriage to Dora, like Stroeve’s ic^l in The Moon and Sixpence.
was an idealistic state for him:
It was heaven to sit facing her at the little table and eat
the supper she had cooked for him. It was heaven to sit in
an armchair by the fire in his slippers, smoking a pipe,
vdxile she in another, armchair...knitted woollies for the
children. It was heaven to talk, it was heaven to be silent.
It was heaven to think that after a while they would go up
to bed together....He was passionately in love with Dora....
He loved her with all the strength of his soul- and with all
the vigor of his body.^
Jim experiences an agonizing conflict in his mind and heart as he con¬
siders the evidence which points to Dora's nefarious guilt in betraying his
country:
What heaven it would be if those doubts that racked him so
cruelly could be dispelled and, taking her in his arms, he
could beg her to forgive him because he had ever had the
disloyalty to suspect her.3
Eril Christessen, in The Narrow Comer, affords another forceful
example of a person v4io invests love with a mystical essence and is
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tragically penalized. Erik endues Louise Frith with the qualities befitting
an angel. He describes in glowing terms the spiritual nature of her innate
character to Dr. Saunders.
•••what one wouldn't guess is that her beauty, and her cleverness
mask a spirit of the most subtle and exquisite delicacy....Louise
doesn't know what disguise and deceit mean. She is beautiful,
and she is kind, and she is clever....That lovely flame-like spirit
not my eyes, but ny soul has felt in Louise seems to me just like
that little mermaid (Hans Anderson's "Little Mermaid")...•It's not
quite human; she's so sweet, she's so gentle, she's so tender.1
Erik had held a similar worshipful regard for Catherine Frith, Louise's
mother, who had shown him kindnesses and motherly affection vdien, as a boy
he had first come to the island. She had expressed a desire that he would
marry Louise, to vAiich he answered, "I would only marry her if she was
exactly like you. I don't want her different."^ What Erik had done, then,
was to enshroud Louise with the same uystical qualities he adored in her
mother. His love life consisted of reveries in which he considered his good
fortune in having captured the esteem of a person as wonderful as Louise:
He loved her madly. But no sooner had he said this to himself
than he corrected it; he loved her sanely. He loved her with
all the power of his mighty limbs, with all the vigour of his
honest character; he loved her not only for the beauty of her
virginal body, but for the finn outlines of her growing
personality and for the purity of her virginal soul....when he
considered her perfection, so much more than the healthy mind
in the healtly body, the subtle, sensitive soul that so wonder¬
fully corresponded with the lovely form, he felt abject and
hiunble.3
This essentially spiritual and worshipful percept of love dominated
Erik's mind so completely that he gave no thought to the human elements in
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his beloved* s nature. Consequently, his idealistic nature was unable to
withstand the shock of discovering the compromising intrigue between Louise
and Fred Blake. His life closed with the disruption of his dream. Dr.
Saunders implicitly expounds his theory in these words to Fred Blake;
...he killed himself because he coxfLdn’t survive the shock
of finding out that the person whom he*d endowed with every
quality and every virtue, was, after all, but human. It was
madness on his part. That's the worst of being an idealist;
you won' t accept people as they are. Wasn't it Christ who
said, forgive them, for they know not vrtiat they do?l
Dr. Saunder's observation aptly interprets the situation involving Dirk
Stroeve, Jim Henderson, and Erik Christessen, for love as visionary as that
conceived by these idealists is destined to end in disillusion and even
tragedy, as Maugham has shown. Thus, the punitive nature of this love gives
credence to Maugham's thesis that love is a potent, humiliating and excruci¬
ating passion.
The writer, in this examination of Maugham's view of love as he has
embodied it in his novels, conceives his concept of love to be a potent,
humiliating and excruciating passion that is never requited. Love is un¬
requited because it is a human need that men regard with differential
scales of value and assume toward it correlative attitudes in conformity
with their "nature and business." The penalizing effects of love couched
in Maugham's concept are operative upon lovers of high or low degree, as his
range of characterizations reveals. Thus, it is time, as Mr. Hutchison
states in his review of Theatre, that it is "...another of Mr. Maugham's
2
theses that love will pull down the most exalted..
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CHAPTER III
THE CONCEPT OF GOD AND SPIRITUAL VALUES
Chapters I and II of this study have been devoted to an investigation
of Maugham's presentation of two concepts—the concept of "right action,"
and the concept of love. These concepts were dravna from Maugham's
character studies and from his own pronouncements that are interspersed
throughout his narratives and autobiographical writings. Maugham has
formed very definite conclusions about conduct or "right action," and about
love. In the philosophy of Fray Louis de Leon, he finds a satisfactory
solution to the problem involving an individvial's conduct; from his obser¬
vations and personal experience, he concludes that love is an unhappy
experience.
His conclusions are not as definite and satisfactory in the consider¬
ation of God and spiritual values, with which this chapter is concerned.
Maugham settles the matter conclusively for his characters, but he reveals
in his own attitude and viewpoint a wavering, and a longing for a creed, a
faith, or a knowledge of God which satisfies his "mind and soul," and
fills the "void" in his life. This is implied in the following words of
Maugham;
VJhen I look back on my life, with its successes and its failures,
its endless errors, its deceptions and its fulfilments, its joys
and miseries, it seems to me strangely lacking reality. It is
shadowy and \insubstantial. It may be that my heart, having found
rest nowhere, had some deep ancestral craving for God and
immortality which my reason would have no tmick with....I remain
an agnostic, and the practical outcome of agnosticism is that you
act ais thoiogh God did not exist. ^
1
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The explanation of the Gtod-idea that Maugham seems to maintain is
envinced in the conception that God is a figment of man's imagination
growing out of a need for a directorial power greater than himself. God,
spiritiial •values and experiences are matters of personal concern and may be
satisfactorily solved or approached through devious roads: through medi¬
tation, art, or "heroic conductf or, they may be abandoned entirely. All
of these considerations are embodied in his -various characterizations.
The following novels will be used to illustrate the various -views and
attitudes Maugham's characters register toward God and spiritual -values:
Mrs. Craddock, Of Human Bondage. The Moon and Sixpence. The Narrow Corner.
Christmas Holiday, and The Hour Before the Dawn. Maugham, using the same
multiple point of view employed in the pre-vious studies,presents through
his impressive characterizations in these novels contrasting instances of
man's attempts to fathom the mysteries of God or some Supreme Being and
the spiritual values associated therewith.
Mary of Maugham's characters acknowledge this directorial power or
Supreme Being to be God, a benevolent, universal spirit, concerned with the
welfare of mankind,or God, a cruel or impotent spirit, heedless of man's
plight. Other characters believe this power or Supreme Being to be an
inherent source of spiritual strength embedded within the recesses of their
nature; consequently, they deny the existence of God, or act as though he
doesn't exist. All of them e-vince some implications -of Maugham's concept
that God is a figment of man's mind growing out of a need for a directorial
power greater than himself.
Bertha Craddock, in the novel, Mrs. Craddock, registers contrasting
views and attitudes toward a Supreme Power, which she acknowledges to be
57
God, but later rejects Him. As long as life moved along equably, vrith her
great love for Edward requited and her marriage in view, she exulted over
her well-being, and fervently expressed her thanks to a benevolent God;
God was very good and gave his creatiires what they asked;
without words, from the fhllness of her heart she offered
up thanks. She had now nothing more to desire, her
happiness was complete. Ah, yes, indeed, God was veiy
good.l
Like hiimanity in general, Bertha found it easy to be thankful for the
kindness dispensed by a compassionate Universal Spirit. Later, when faced
with adversity and grief, Bertha had not the strength to bear them with
equanimity, fortitude or resignation. Her faith in God received a tragic
blow when Bertha lost her baby. God was cruel and unmerciful in depriving
her of the child after such ,a gruelling and painful confinement. Her faith
in God wavered, then vanished. In her conversation with the pious Miss
Glover, Bertha reveals the violence of her rebellion against God;
Miss Glover; don't you pray to God, dear? Shall I offer
a short prayer now, Bertha?
Bertha; No, I don't want to Pray to God, He's either impotent
or cruel.
Miss Glover; Bertha, you don't know what you're saying...,
pray to God to melt yoxu* stubbornness, pray to
God to forgive you.
Bertha; I don't want to be forgiven. I've done nothing that
needs it. It's God vdio needs tcy forgiveness, not I
His, 2
Bertha was just as adamant in her attitude of rebellion when Mr. Glover,
Vicar of Lenham, approached her;
Mr, Glover; We must be as thankfUl to God for the affliction
that he sends us as for the benefits.
1
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Bertha: I am not a worm to crawl along the ground and give
thanks to the Foot that crushes me....People say that
suffering ennobles; it’s a lie, it only m^es one
brutal. But I would have borne it for the sake of my
child. It was all useless - utterly useless. Dr.
Ramsey told me the child had been dead the whole time.
Oh, if God made me suffer like that it’s infamous. I
wonder you’re not ashamed to put it down to God. How
can you imagine Him to be so stupid, so cruel? Why,
even the vilest, most bnatal man on earth wouldn’t
cause a woman such frightful and useless agony for the
mere pleasure of it. Your God is a ruffian at a cock¬
fight, drinking in the bloodiness, laughing because the
wretched birds, in their faintness, stagger ridiculously.
...I know there is no God.^
Bertha, in this long tirade about suffering, and human weaknesses
reflected in God's nature, speaks some of the exact words that Maugham has
used in The Summing Up and A Writer* s Notebook. The extreme bitterness of
her attitude suggests affinity with the attitude of Maugham, which 3. N.
Behrman describes in this assertion:
Oddly, there is something about his preoccupation with a personal
God that gives this part of the book /k Writer's Notebook/ a
faintly Victorian flavor. Maugham writes constantly about God as
about someone he hasn't met and never expects to meet but dislikes
by reputation. 2
The Glovers are shocked at Bertha's attitude toward God, for they
regard Him as a spiritual actuality that is exacting and revengeful. Miss
Glover had genuine sympathy for Bertha's plight, but "She did not think the
3
young wife took her affliction with proper humility."*^ Her rebellious
words about God were "blasphemous," and Bertha was "mad oriiterly depraved
and wicked," Miss Glover asserted in righteous Indignation. "It is in
suffering that we rise to our higher selves. Suffering is ,a fire that bums
1 ■ “
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away the grossness of our material natures."^
Miss Glover was so thoroughly convinced that God exacted servitude
from his believers that she modified her actions and even her dress to
indicate this. As observed by Miss Ley, Bertha's aunt. Miss Glover was a
"miracle of abnegation and unselfishness."
Her clothes were stiff and unyielding as to give an impression
of armour. She always dressed in a tight black jacket of
ribbed cloth...and wore the plainest of skirts and strong boots.
She did endless good in the parish; but she's really too dull;
she's only fit for heaven.”*^
Miss Ley noted that Mr. Glover shared his sister's view of God, and
his actions and demeanor betokened the fact that spiritual values and
experiences were depressing and repressive. To her, he was "resignation
driven to death," - a drab, retiring and spiritless person. He was more
concerned with the dissenters' establishment of chapels in his parish, and
the Salvation Army's setting up barracks than with pointing out to his
flock a w^ to a richer understanding and practice of Christianity.^ It is
not surprising to note that Bertha, in her grief, could find little cause
for consolation in the repressive and depressing view of God held by the
Glovers.
In Paris, Bertha found a new faith, an aesthetic one, growing out of
the peace and contentment derived from a contemplation of Beauty in the
quiet chapels with their dimly lighted tapers and artistic interiors. This
1






faith was strengthened upon her visit to Rome where she received a new per¬
spective on life by her contemplation of the treasures of the art galleries
and through hours of solitude spent in the qiiietness of the great gardens
and Catholic churches there.^ Bertha cast aside the austere and repressive
aspects of spiritual values and retired into a dream world:
Real life was gloongr and strenuous...everyone was deadly virtuous
and deadly dull, the Ten Commandments hedged one round with the
menace of hell-fire and eternal damnation... .But beyond those
gloomy stones with the harsh 'thou shalt not* written upon them,
is a land of fragrance and light...There the flesh and the spirit
walk side by side, and each is satisfied with the other.^
Maugham explains the change in Bertha's faith in this manner; "Belief with
some comes and goes without reason; with them it is not a matter of con¬
viction, but rather of sensibility....^
It is interesting to note here, that Maugham shovrs a major interest in .
and places a greater emphasis upon the characterizations which challenge
the traditional concept of God and spiritual values. He is just as closely
identified with these "rejectionists," as he, as was shown in Chapter I, is
absorbed in the individualists. His vivid portrayal of their intensely
disturbing ideas and attitudes toward traditional religious beliefs is a
most emphatic argument in support of his close identity with them; in fact,
they are projections of his own thoughts, as is observed in his statement
that "...Long habit has made it more comfortable for me to speak through
the creatxires of ny invention. I can decide what they would think more
readily than I can decide what I think myself.^
1
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The characterization of Miss Ley, in the novel, Mrs. Craddock, is a
medixim for the projection of Maugham's ideas,and like Maugham, she acts as
though God does not exist. She is aware, however, that traditional
religious beliefs are so ingrained in her thinking that she can never:.'be
certain that her attitude and actions are right. She does not reject God,
but she cannot reconcile herself to the depressing and repressive spiritual
values and practices associated with Him. Her understanding words to
Bertha adequately convey her spiritual conflict and ideas;
I always think those people fortunate who are content to stand,
without question, by the Ten Commandments, knowing exactly how
to conduct themselves and propped up by the hope of Paradise on
the one hand and by the fear of a cloven-footed devil with
pincers on the other. But we vdio answer why to the crude Thou
shaJtnot are like sailors on a wintry sea without a compass:
reason and instinct say one thing, and convention says another;
the worst of it is that one’s conscience has been reared on the
Decalogue and fostered on hell-fire, and one's conscience has
the last word....1
Miss Ley solves her spiritual difficulty hy acting as though God does not
exist.
The spiritual conflict of Lydia Berger in Christmas Holiday, con¬
tributes significantly to Maugheim's conviction that man's mind gave rise to
the concept of God. lydia's mind is confused and her values distorted as
a result of the tragic impact of life upon her family. The seemingly need¬
less and heartless death of her poor, kind father at the hands of the
Bolsheviks, followed ty the loss of her mother through starvation caused
her to consider God as a heedless Supreme Power, and she renounced Him as
vehemently as did Bertha in Mrs. Craddock. She takes refuge in the belief
that within the recesses of man's nature or being resides the Supreme Power
i
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that directs his life - a dark, cruel power.
Charley Mason endeavors to persuade lydia of the utter futility of the
life she leads at idle brothel, the s/rail, for the purpose of expiating her
husband’s sin. He explains to her that ”...a merciful God ^does not deman^
atonement from her for somebody else's misdeeds."^ lydia vindictively
answers!
God?....Do you suppose I can look at the misery in which the
vast majority of the people live in the world and believe in
God? Do you suppose I believe in the God viio let the Bolsheviks
kill my poor, simple father?....I think God has been dead for
millions upon millions of years....I don't believe in the God
of the Christians vrtio gave his son in order to save mankind.
That's a myth....I have an instinct that the power that rules
us,human beings, animals and things, is a dark and ciniel power
and that everything has to be paid for, a power that demands an
eye for an eye and a tooth for a tooth, and though we may squirm
we have to submit, for the power is ourselves.^
lydia denies the existence of God and the birth of Christ; yet, para¬
doxically, she unconsciously admits some of the component parts of God’s
spiritual nature. >ihile touring the Louvre with Charley, she registers
highly emotional feelings toward the spiritual meaning embodied in a picture
of Chardin. The picture, a painting or representation of "a loaf of bread
and a flagon of wine," meant a great deal to her:
...it's the bread of life and the blood of Christ, but not held
back from those who starve and thirst for them and doled out by
priests on stated occasions; it's the daily fsure of suffering men
and women...it's the bread and wine of the poor who ask no more
than that they should be left in peace, allowed to work and eat
their simple food in freedom....It tells you that whatever their
sins men are good at heart... .It's not only a loaf of bread and
a flagon of wine; it's the mystery of man's lot on earth, his
1




craving for a little friendship and a little love, the humility
of his resignation vdien he sees that even they must be denied
him.^
lydia is confronted with the same diffictilty experienced by Miss Ley in
Mrs, Craddock. Traditional religious beliefs are so ingrained in man's
thinking that he experiences conflict and doubt in trying to uproot and re¬
place them with a more reasonable or reconcilable belief. There is a
pathetic futility in Lydia's life and beliefs; in rejecting God, her only
spiritual, reality is the aesthetic satisfaction that she receives from the
contemplation of art and music:
1 felt above all the horror and misery and cruelty of the world,
there was something that helped you to bear it, something that
was greater and more imporj^ant than all that, the spirit of man
and the beauty he created.
Another significant view that gives strength to Maugham's concept that
God is a product of man's imagination, is embodied in the thinking of Dr.
Saunders, in The Narrow Comer. Dr. Saunders denies the existence of God,
yet, this Supreme Power figures recxurrently in his reflections. The doctor,
in rejecting the actuality of God is left with no plaxisible. explanation of
immortality. After the death of the Japanese pearl diver, he ponders over
the spiritual values - immortality and the efficacy of transmigration. The
latter seems a "reasonable belief but incredible....Of course the spirit was
a diffictilty. Did that cease to exist -vdien the matter which was its
‘3
instrument dissolved?"*'^
Again, we note the impact of "ingrained traditional beliefs" vdien Dr.
Christmas Holiday, p. 1134*
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Satinders, the agnostic, overcome with fear, represses an inward instinct
to appeal to God:
«..He was terrified. It seemed to him that it was only by an
effort of will that the did not curl up in a comer and whimper.
He had an instinct to appeal to a God he did not believe in,
and he had to clench his teeth to prevent his trendbling lips
from uttering a prayer.^
Dr. Saunders considered the raging sea, the ferocious wind, and the mighty
sky as “...strange senseless powers that sported with him not ftom malice,
2
but in wanton amusement.” Although the doctor rejects God, he uses
Christian ideas to make his explanation of £rik’s suicide carry conviction.
The cause of his suicide was Erik>s inability to accept the human foibles
in his ideal. Dr. Saunders asks: "Wasn't it Christ who said, forgive
3
them, for they know not what they do?"
Fred Blake, sensing the paradoxes in Dr. Saimder's attitude and actions,
blvmtly asks: "What do you believe?" The doctor’s reply shows the complete
foundation upon which his rejection of God is based, and the Reality or
Supreme Power he acknowledges;
I believe in nothing but myself and my experience. The world
consists of me and ny thoughts and ny feelings j and everything
else is mere fancy. Life is a dream in which I create the
objects oi^ experience that come before me. Everything knowable,
every object of experience is an idea in my mind, and without my
mind it does not exist. There is no possibility and no necessity
to postulate anything outside myself. Dream and reality are one.
Life is a connected and consistent dream, and >dien I cease to
dream, the world, with its beauty, its jpain and sorrow, its
unimaginable variety, will cease to be.^






It is the opinion of the writer that Dr. Saunders more nearly represents
Maugham's view of life and the universe than any other of his characters.
The Razor's Edge brings into view a more reconcilable example of an
individual who challenges traditional religious beliefs, in the vague but
detenained way in vAiich Larry Darrell gropes for a faith that satisfies
"his mind and soxjl." Larry spends the early years of his quest in studying
the thought of the Latin, French, and Greek scholars. He explored the
treasures of the arts, seeking in Velasquez and El Greco the answers to his
religious need. The solution, however, was not there in the aesthetic
impressions. Larry's quest for a certainty of the knowledge of God or some
Supreme Spiritual Power grew out of a tragic incident during the war. The
answers he desires are couched in these words: "I want to make up ny mind
whether God is or God is not. I want to find out why evil exists. I want
to know whether when I die it is the end."^
Larry arrives at a satisfactory solution after years of travel in
distant lands. India held the key to the mystery for him. He gained
"peace" at the Ashrama of the Yogi, Shri Ganesha, whose philosophy and
"saintliness" gave him the knowledge of reality and a spiritual perspective
that satisfied both his head and his heart: "...it was the man himself,
his benignity, his greatness of soul, his saintliness. His presence was a
benediction....! felt that at last I had found what I wanted."^
Larry's spiritual rebirth occasioned by his contemplation of the
saintliness of this good man and his absorption of the Yogi's regenerative




philosophy, parallels the philosophy or conclvision of Maugham as stated by
S. N. Behrman: "If there is any assuagement, /for the price man has to pay
for life/ lfe.ugham finds it in the contemplation of heroic conduct....”^
Larry resolves to ’’live in the world and love tAie objects of the world,
2
not for themselves but for the Infinite that is in them.” With clearly
defined spiritual values in his heart, he informs the narrator that "he will
go back to America...to live with calmness, forbearance, compassion,
3
selflessness and continence.” As to the concept of God, Larry finally
evolved, as a result of his years of study, speculation axid wandering, his
own words imi)art the impression with clarity:
...it may be that at some far distant day greater insight will
show them ^en/ that they must look for comfort and encourage¬
ment in their own soul. I myself think the need to worship is
no more tham the suirvival of an old remembrance of cruel gods
that had to be propitiated. I believe that God is id.tbin me
or nowhere. If that’s so, whom or what am I to worship - myself?
Men are on different levels of spiritiial development, and so the
imagination of India has evolved the manifestations of the
Absolute that are known as Brahma, Vishnu, Siva and by a hundred
other names....The multitudinous gods of India are but the
expedients to lead to the realization that the self is one with
the supreme.^
Larry's conclusions convey the implication that the name given man's
"multitudinous gods” is insignificant as long as he realizes that with him
there is a "self that is one with the supreme.” God, then, is merely one
1
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appellation for the Supreme.
Simon Fenimore, in Christmas Holiday and Charles Strickland, in The
Moon and Sixpence, bring into focus the most irrational ideas and atti¬
tudes toward traditional beliefs embodied in God and the Christian faith.
This is not surprising since the "nature and business” of these characters
have been envisaged as being utterly depraved.^ Simon's "business,” the
acquisition of power, so completely dominated his thoughts that there was
no room in his life for God or any other Supreme Being. His only reference
to spiritual matters is the acrid renunciation of Christianity. He avers
to Charley:
...Christianity was the religion of slaves. It offered the
weary and the heavy-laden heaven to compensate them in the
future for their misery in this world and the opiate of love
to enable them to bear it in the present. And like eve:iydrug
it enervated and destrcyed those who became subject to it.^
God and spiritual values, then, were no doubt "clap-trap" to Simon, and he
continued his way of life as though God did not exist.
Strickland, in The Moon and Sixpence, at no time expresses in words or
action any acknowledgment of a belief in a power higher than himselfj yet,
there are definite intimations, of a spiritoial conflict in his strivings for
artistic expression* After the tragedy of Blanche Stroeve, Strickland
accosts the narrator, and during their conversation shows signs of under¬
going an inner stmggle with a mighty power. The narrator describes it in
the following way
I had an inkling of a fiery, tortured spirit, aiming at
something greater than co\d.d be conceived by anything that
was bound up with the flesh. I had a fleeting glimpse of
1
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a pursuit of the ineffable.^
and continues his description of the impression Strickland’s emotions con¬
veyed to him after viewing Strickland's pictures at his invitation:
...The impression that Strickland's pictures gave me was dis¬
concerting...! fancy that Strickland saw vaguely some spiritual
meaning in material things that was so strange that he could only
suggest it with halting symbols. It was as though he found in
the chaos of the universe a new pattern, and were attempting
clumsily, with anguish of soul, to set it down. I saw a
tormented spirit striving for the release of expression....
Perhaps it is Truth and Freedom that you seek....^
Thus it appears, that Strickland, who acted as though there was no God, or
any spiritual values that he respected, wrestled subconsciously with an
inner power that at times seemed about to render his asunder.
It is the story of Philip Carey, in Of Human Bondage, that gives the
the best illustration of Maugham's subjective presentation of the concept
that God is a figment of man's mind, and the pursuit of Him and spiritual
values a matter of personal concern. The conflicts, groupings, and specu¬
lations of Philip Carey are the same conflicts, groupings and speculations
that Maugham experienced. Similarly, Philip's loss of a religious belief
is attributed to the same causes as Maugham's.
During Maugham's early childhood years in Kent, in the house of his
uncle, the Vicar of Whitstable, he began to lose his belief in God. He
realized a discrepancy between the Christian doctrine and a Christian's
conduct of life while observing his uncle and other representatives of the
Church of England. Personal experiences, however, contributed to his
gradual loss of religion: his speech defect, the cruelty of his teachers
1
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and fellow students. His early prayers that God may free him from his
stammer remained unheard.^
In Of Human Bondage, Philip’s life follows a close parallel. After
the death of his mother, he made his home with his uncle. Vicar of Black-
stable, and his Aunt Lotiisa. Philip was sent to King's School at Tercan-
bury. There he became the object of contempt for the boys because of his
club-foot. He devoted himself to study. Under the kind influence of the
head of the school, Mr. Perkins, he considered taking Holy Orders. When
the entire school became infused with religious zeal, he was carried along
with the tide. He ordered pamphlets from a Bible League and implicitedly
followed the daily Bible readings.^ He was impressed hy th® words of
J esue in the New Testament:
If you have faith, and doubt not, ye shall not only do this
which is done to the fig-tree, but also if you shall say imto
this mountain. Be thou removed, and be thou cast into the seaj
it shall be done.
And all this, whatsoever ye shall ask in prayer, believing,
ye shall receive.^
The sennon of the church canon, the following Sunday, was based upon
this text. Philip resolved to test God after his uncle’s assurance that
sufficient faith could enable one to move mountains. In the icy coldness of
his room, Philip "prayed to God with all his might that He would make his
club-foot idiole.^ This prayer was not rewarded with a miracle, nor were
1 —
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subsequent ones. Philip lost faith and resented his uncle "for taking him
in." He concluded that "the text which spoke of the moving of moiintains
was just one of those that said one thing and meant another.... “1
Returning to school, Philip was mistreated by the Rev. M. Gordon, who
made school life unendurable for him. His abusive words, "Blockheadl
Blockheadl Clubfooted blockheadl" left an indelible impression upon him.
He yearned for freedom. He asserted his deteirndnation to go to Germany.
He abandoned the idea of taking Holy Orders, for the lives of the clergy
that he had observed were speckled with practices quite contrary to their
teachings.
In Heidelberg, Germany, Philip began his restless search for adjust¬
ment to life and its problems. The most important thing that happened to
Philip in Germany, was the total loss of his religious faith. He no longer
believed in God. The free and revealing discussion of religion by the
scholarly American theologian, Weeks, and the cultured English dreamer,
Hayward, together with his own observation of the happiness and certainty of
belief of the various German religious adherents, made Philip agree with
Weeks that
...those South Germans whom he saw in the Jesuit Church were every
bit as firmly convinced of the truth of Roman Catholicism as he
was of that of the Church of England, and from that...admit that
the, Mohammedan and Buddhist were convinced also of the truth of
their respective religions. It looked as though knowing that you
were right meant nothing; they all knew they were right....Men
have always formed gods in their own image.^
Philip "put off the faith of his childhood quite simply, like a cloak
1
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that he no longer needed, for, he concluded, "I don't see why one should
believe in God at all."^ The author makes it clear that the fundamental
reason that caused Philip to discard his faith was the fact that "he had not
the religious temperament, and the "subtle workings of his inmost nature"
2
made this apparent." This is the same reason that Maugham gives for his
loss of religiotis faith.
Leaving Gemnany, exhilarated because he no longer believed in God,
Philip feels that he has the key to the mystery of life. However, he
experienced doubts again, after a few days of freedom. Restlessness seized
him again, and he goes to Paris. There, he comes under the influence of
Cronshaw, an inebriated man of letters. Cronshaw discourses on the meaning
of life and values, and tells Philip that interwoven within the pattern of a
Persian rug is a meaning that will give significance to his life if he will
work out the design. The only thing Philip has done, he says, is to change
creeds, but he has retained intact the ethical values embodied therein.^
Philip leaves Paris determined to think things out for himself. Re¬
jecting now the "virtues and the vices, the established laws of good and
evil," he adopts as his "provisional mile - Follow your inclinations with due
regard to the policeman round the corner."^
Philip, like Maugham, was gathering bits of knowledge about life from








men, book, and experience, and weaving than into a pattern of life and values
that satisfied his head and heart. Of the experiences, observations, con¬
versation, and knowledge he accumulated in the course of his life, Maugham
says:
I am like a tramp who has rigged himself as best as he could with
a pair of trousers from a charitable dustbin, and a hat that he
has found in the road. They are ;3ust shreds and patches, but he
has fitted himself into them pretty comfortably and uncomely as
they may be, he finds that they suit him well enough."^
Back home in England, Philip acquired the last "patch" of borrowed
philosophy to be considered in completing his pattern of life. His genuine
and interesting friendship with Thorpe Athelny and his family, together with
the sum total of his experiences led him to accept the most obvious pattern.
Philip considers Athelny’s view of religion:
I don't believe myself, he tells Philip, but I like women and
children too....Religion is a matter of temperament; you will
believe anything if you have the religious turn of mind, and
if you haven't it doesn't matter what beliefs were instilled
into you, you will grow out of them.^
Athelny has an aesthetic approach to religion which he gratified through
reveries of the beauties of sunny Spain and through the pictures of artists,
especially those of El Greco.^
The impacts of life as reflected in the life histories of the numerous
patients Philip encounters while on duty at the hospital, absorb his
interest and make significant impressions upon his reflections. Philip
begins to discem a key to the design of the Persian rug.
1
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3
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His conclusion is that life has no meaning viiich can be set
forth in a formula; it is this for one person and that for
another, but if one has lived thoroughly one's memories vdll
shape themselves into a pattern as rich though as unsymmetrical
as those patterns formed by the colors in an Oriental rug."^
Philip's pattern suddenly takes form and meaning in his mind. It
becomes quite clear to him that the pattern for him to follow is the
commonplace, obvious pattern that the average man pursues without question -
love, marriage, and parentage:
Philip's final acceptance of the most obvious pattern is brought
about by his meeting with ^thelixjr's daughte_r7 Sally, a girl with
a very simple pagon attitude toward living, as radiantly healthy
as Mildred was sickly, as tranquil as Philip is restless, as
soothingly maternal as any man could wish his ideal woman to be.
...Freedom to Philip suddenly takes on the aspect of lonely
voyaging over a waste of waters; a quiet home with Sally is a
fair harbor.^
When Philip's acceptance of tiie obvious pattern of life, the parallel
between the course of his life and that of Maugham, his literary creator,
ends, for this pattern not only admits the guidance of a benevolent God,
but also includes requited love - both of vfcich Maugham refutes.
Jim Henderson, in The Hour Before the Dawn, is the only one of
Maugham's central characters that escaped the spiritual conflict that
challenged their faith. Jim believes implicitly in God and endeavored in
his life to live according to God's Word. The Ten Commandments were not
stones upon which God had written menancingly "Thou shalt not" as they were
to Bertha and Miss Ley in the novel, Mrs. Craddock. They were actual
spiritual values that man should obey in order to live harmoniously with his
1
Carl Van Doren and Mark Van Doren, American and British Literature
Since 1B90 (New York, 1925), p. 208.
2
Dorothy Brewster and Angus Burrell, Modern Fiction (New York, 1934),
p. 95«
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fellow men. They pointed the way to a richer, fuller Christian life.
War was criminal and against God* s commandments. Jim believed that
it was his duty to obey this lawj consequently, he resolves to remain a
pacifist and take no part in the savagery of war:
I believe in God, I believe in peace and goodwill to all men.
1 believe that if humanity is to advance we must tear hate out
of our hearts and put love in its place. This isn’t the moment
to hesitate. It*s now that we've got to make our stand, we who
hate War, and bear witness to our faith.^
Jim's life ends on a tragic note, but nowhere in the novel is there any
indication that he shows any resentment or rebellion against God. There
are no projections of the author's morbid reflections about the importance
or cnielty of God interspersed throxighout the novel. The story is a
beautiful example of faith in the face of diaster due to the war and its
attendant evils.
Mr, Irwin Edman has made an observation that is an appropriate summari¬
zation of Mr. liaugham's preoccupations with God and spiritual values. He
notes that
There is a certain kind of realistic resignation blended with
realistic hedonism and with an inestinguishable homesickness
for the eternal that in various ways has appeared in Maugham's
tales....^
Maugham recognizes the need in every individual for a spiritual power
greater than himself. He believes, however, that God, along with the other
symbols and appellations for the divinities, is a figment of man’s mind and
points out in his stories the many ways that spiritual satisfaction in life
may be experienced. None of tiie divinities are quite as convincing as man's
1
The Hour Before the Dawn, p. 81.
2
Irwin Edman, "Mr. Edman and Mr. Maugham on Philosophers, Poets and
Storytellers," New York Herald Tribune Book Review. July 15, 1951> P» 2.
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myth of God, and the fact that this is obvious in his stories gives credence
to Mr. Irwin’s observation.
CHAPTER IV
CONCLUSION
W. Somerset Maugham is a fascinating and enigmatic teller of tales*
There is in his novels an element similar to that which H. A* Overstreet,
in The feture Mind, labels as "vicarious catastrophe and conflicts," in
which"we get life in its hostile and catastrophic patterns more often than
in its friendly constructive patterns...,^ This assertion is true about
the works of Maugham; yet, as Glenway Wescott states in his article,
"Somerset Maugham and Posterity," Maugham is
...the dean of novelists writing in English at the present....
he is the one, the only one, who for more than a quarter of a
century has had the admiration of an elite of highly cultivated
writers, with increasing influence on the younger ones; and...
has given great pleasure to, made sense to, and affected the
lives of, a million or more ordinary mortals....^
William Rose Benet calls him the "English Maupassant,"^ and S. N.
Behrman, in commenting on his popularity states that
...Except by the critics, he is almost universally read. This
popularity is surprising, considering that Maugham's outlook....
is pi^jfoundly pessimistic....^e feel^7 that Maugham's popularity
is due to...the fact that his personality comes through in all
his work and fascinates his readers, as it does those iirtio have
encountered it in person....^
1
H. A. Overstreet, The Mature Mind (New York, 1949)j p» 208.
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Mr. Maugham’s own words give credence to the latter assertion, and
upon them the writer of this paper based the findings with which this
study deals - the formation of three of Maugham’s concepts. For Maugham
notes that
...the writer has his special communication to make, >diich when
you come to analyze it is the personality with which he is
endowed by nature...."^ It may be that you get out of a book
what you put into it and see in it only what you are...The notion
tallies with that old one of mine that the writer of fiction can
only adequately create charactei-s that are aspects of himself.
Others he describes, he does not create, and they seldom carry
conviction. And if this is true it follows that by studying the
characters with vdiich an author has best succeeded, vdiich he has
presented with most sympathy and understanding, you should be able
to get a more complete idea of his nature than any biography can
give you.2
This study of "the characters with which Mr. Maugham has best
succeeded..." has led the writer to conclude that his concept of "right
action" is action that is in conformity with one’s nature and business. It
is conceded that this is a severe criterion in view of the fact that most
of Maugham’s characterizations are odious in nature, and their business sub¬
sequently demeaned. We do not agree with the characters that "the end
justifies the means." On the other hand, it must be admitted that life
affords many convincing counterparts on such characters in the contemporary
scene. One cannot fail to note that when the good act in conformity with
their nature and business, their conduct is accepted as a matter of course,
but when the bad react to the promptings of their equally as persuasive
nature and business, their conduct elicits the indignation and irate
1
W. Somerset Maugham, "Foreword," The Mixture as Before (New Yor, 1940,
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protestations of mankind. This writer is inclined to agree, with reserva¬
tions, with R. H. Routh, who advances this observation about the behavior
of Maugham's characters:
His protagonists are not sordid or subhiiman, but apparently in¬
sensible to any motive but their own inclinations and otherwise
as good as you and I. Nor does he j^kxLgha^ conceal that his
adventurers, sensualists, and lawbreakers are playing with fire.
One feels that the ghost of tragedy is lurking somewhere behind
the scenes, waiting for a cue, which does not come because toere
is no eternal law to vindicate. There is only the artist's
ability to manoeuvre events and sustain interest through crafts¬
manship....^
Maugham conceives love to be a powerful passion that is enslaving and
excruciating. In all of his novels a situation is presented in idiich one
of his characters loves recklessly, and one allows himself to be loved.
Maugham, himself, has "been in love mary times but Jhe ha^ never experienced
the bliss of requited love." And he has observed that love "is the best
thing that life can offer and it is a thing that almost all men, though
2
perhaps only for a short time, have enjoyed.,.." This is what Maugham's
experiences and observations have led him to believe; consequently, he
envisages love as an unrequited experience - a penalty.
Experiences, observations and study caused Maugham to look upon "Gk>d
3
as a hypothesis that a reasonable man must reject," so he became and
remains an agnostic and acts as though Gtod does not exist. Repercussions
of this theory are embodied in his novels, as has been shown in Chapter U.
Mau^am's concepts of "right action," love, and Grod are depressing
1 ^
H, V. Routh, op. cit.. pp. 150-151.




concepts, but they are his concepts and need not be adopted as standards
by which others should chart their lives. Rather, they may be viewed as
forceful examples of the negative view of life an individual assumes when
his assimilation of philosophies, observations, and experiences lead him to
insist that all aspects of life and spirituality must be explained and
governed by reason. Reason or common sense appears to be the standpoint
from which Mr. Maugham views the universe.
The outlook and tone of this author is depressing, but his novels are
fascinating suid significant, for they contain the values Glenway Wescott
notes in this appraisal:
...in all his best stories and novels, there is an underlying,
somewhat hidden significance, pervasive spiritual sense, and
important moral counsel, and general view of life and vision
of the present world—^supplementary to that sole purpose of
entertainment continually announced by him—^which will repay
whatever trouble of intellect you may take in yovir reading.
You will be' the wiser for it.^
Maugham's craftsmanship has been acclaimed and accorded a rank of
distinction by all of his critics, but his astringent tone, viewpoint, and
subject matter have been bitterly assailed and deno\inced. He has become
the most controversial writer of contemporary fiction becaiise of the
divergence of critical opinions concerning the merit or demerit of the basic
situations that appear recurrently in his novels and short stories. Wood-
burn 0. Ross, member of the Department of English, Wayne University, has
made an interesting study of these basic situations tracing their develop¬
ment from their inception in the novel. The' Making of a Saint (189S)
throughout all of Maugham's novels and short stories. He notes:
1
Glenway Wescott, op. cit., p. 306.
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These situations which were becoming Maugham’s conventional
reflections of hTiman life....develop an implication cort-
ceming the very nature of the immediate motivation of all
hvunan action....The notion that human beings are "psycho¬
logically in bondage"...is at least implicit in much of
Maugham’s early work... .Later Maugham pays attention to the
frustrating influences of environment as well ais to those
of an individual’s irrational desires.^
James Gray, Book Editor of The Chicago Daily News, gives perhaps,
the most severe denouncement of Maugham,
...As a man of ideas, or as interpreter of the literary social
scene, ...W. Somerset Maugham a tragic weakness which
devitalizes his philos^hy, making it seem whimsical and
negative, doesn’Jb/ feel any hope for the future of mankind.
../and has/spent the past two decades writing, bit by bit,
obituaries for the human race, naming over, with ghoulish satis¬
faction that betrays them into liirid venom, the faults that have
pushed us all toward an unlovely death.^
Glenway Wescott and William Rose Benet in according him the titles of "dean
of novelists writing in English at the present," and the "English Maupassant,"
have given Maugham the greatest distinction. Theodore Spencer, Associate
Professor of English, Harvard University, states that "...the critics have
not only branded Maugham with unflattering epithets... they have neglected
him in putting him to one side of the main current of literature in his
3
age.""^ Wescott, commenting on the same idea, observes that "...praise of
him by serious critics so insufficient in these last decades of his
life (a mountain of clippings, but more than half of it quibbling, un-
impressed,or xmenli^tened) and the word-of-mouth of the intellectuals so
1
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After reading most of Maugham’s novels and noting the divergent
evaluations of his works by contemporary critics, the writer of this paper
considers Maugham to be a fascinating and enjoyable writer, evoking in the
reader a thoiightiUl consideration of his view of the universe, Clifton
Fadiman has expressed an opinion with vdiich most readers of Maugham will
agree:
To read his stories is like listening to the reminiscental
talk of a man who has been everywhere and seen everything
but prefers not to absorb too much, not to take anything
either too seriously or too frivolously. Among those
authors who steer a kind of middle course between first-
rate entertainment, Somerset Maugham emerges foremost by
a generous margin,..,2
1
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